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THESIS ABSTRACT 
.. :....,, 
J. D. SALINGER: A STUDY JN LOVE ··· 
--b-- -----------y . 
- . 
Michael Stephen Magroga.n 
., . 
·-
... ~ 
'•· 
: / · The purp~se Of this paper is to prove that the centraJ. theme of 
J. D. SaJ.inger '~ work is the communication of love. There a.re probably 
'l" -
. ~ 
,. 
as many critical · approaches to Salinger as there a.re critics. But there 
.. , . 
is a general consensus that one of SaJ.inger 's chief themes is the inabil-
~ i ty of people to communicate, and the most important thing that they 
. 
seek to ct,nmiunicate is love. 
...-
Although Salinger's act of love cannot be speclficaJ.ly defined, 
---· 
there are, certain things that must be present for the act.to be Salinger's. 
• 
. ·~ 
, 
·------··-
- ~-:-·-'· 
____________________ __.T-=-h=--=e,::___:a::..;:c:::...=tc......:m=u_st be unsel ___ f is __ h_an __ d_h_o_n_e_s_t _ .__ Th_e_a_c_t_i_s~,_m_o_r_e_o_ft_en __ t_h_an _ n_o_t.......,,,!:....____ _____ __ 
_ L-.__ _________________________ ~------------------------··--·-------------------------- - ----------- ---·--------------·---------------------------------------· ----·- - -------..-. - - -- -- -~ ---- - -- ----. 
other-centered; there must be no desire for self-gratification in the 
., 
.. performance .·of -the act •.. The' act can 'be valid-·only when the gfver·' s inner • .- .. -r -· -· 
-
spiritual stimulus matGhes his outward expression. (if there is an .overt 
act). Because of its spirit~al origin, the act is surrounded by a reli-. 
-· 
I 
.~.~ .. 
I!' ff\.•\} 
. ' 
. ~· ·i 
. I ... 
-~- / -
~ ' 
g~ous aura. This religious atmosphere is r1:ot to be ·confused wit~ any · , . 
institutional religion; Salinger oppo~es any formula or institution that: 
may, by bigotry or prejudice, hinder man's 3..ove for his fellowman. For 
Salinger, the love act is, by its nature,_ potentially universaJ.; there--
---~~~ _all ~en are _ sacred because they are capable of l~ng and aJ l things. 
. ' 
are sacred -because they are capable of being the vehicles . of love. Salinge.r 
employs a certain amount of mysticism t·o act as a vehicle for this doctrine 
. . . 
of the potential mrlversaJity· of love. The .fact that the fundamental basi.s 
.. , -
-·· - --- . --~ 
I \ . 
~--~--~~~-~======~~==--==-==========~=-====·~·=-~~~~-~~~~~--~~~=.==========~=================~~ 
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r -.. r ': 
· for the- love act i&-a spiritual-mysticaJ:-one ·is a clear indication that_ 
the ac:t will very seldom involve any physical contact. Salinger's act 
lies in the Platonic tradition. 
,' 
Because it is so "other-centered, •t S-al:inge-r I s---act~of' iove cli-scourages 
_any set formulas of giving and ·receiving. In most cases, the act· is an in-
te~a.Jly projectecf,.-one, rather· than an ov.,ertly manife.sted one. I A person 
may emanate or be the recipient of an act of love without even being con-
\ 
scious of any activity. A coi:i~ept wnich para.JJ.els and clarifies S·alinger's 
act of love is. James Joyce I s "·epiphany." In both, there is a sudden recogni-
v 
•. 
~ 
tion·, stimulated by the ccnmoonplace, but filled with the· J)rof ound. 
. . 
The 
unusual way in which Salinger's characters recognize and manifest love is 
best understood whep one examipes the _stories individually. 
·-· For thematic pi.lrpqses, the stories. are -divided int ..o ··five categories: 
-
. ~ 
the war stories, the marriage stories, the artist versus society stories, 
are removed from their chronological order of pQb)_ication. Despite this 
-
rearrangement, one can reco~nize an actual progression in Salinger's con-
• . cept of the act of love; the act progresses from the relatively simple 
'\ 
~. •. ~. ·.• 
. 
gestu;res found in the war· stories to the mystical-centered experiences of 
.. 
the Glass children. In the final analysis, Salinger's stories achieve 
new meaning when proper importance is given the act of love. 
I ~ 
7 
Saling-er is, then, a twentieth cen~ury disciple- of t~e religion of 
. love. His characters are extra-sensitive creations trying to maintain a 
sense of equilibrium in'a world without love, and his stories a.re studies 
in one facet of the a.rt of love·~ 
•i' -~ .• • 
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' . CHAPI'ER ONE· 
..;.. .... 
CRITICAL APPROACHES TO SALmGER 
: __ , 
. , ... , ... 
~ p 
There are probably as many critical. app!oaches to J. D. Sltlinger 
as there are· critics. Carl Strauch sees these approaches as swerving and - l-
clashing in a critical flux. 1 In "Saints, Pilgrims, ar1 Artists", Donald·. 
Barr notes that t~~e of Salinger criticism :xtends from the "lonely 
. -· 2 
crowd" schoo o the beatific approach of Josephine. Jacobsen. In .an 
-
article that gives an excellent review of Sa.linger criti'cism, Anatole 
Grunwald sa;ys that Salinger is critically unclassifiable. 3 He attempts 
to prove this by showing that critics cannot make valid comparisons t0 
Salinger and that the prolific amoilllt of qtloting from primaxy sources 
.. 
found in their articles is an indication that Sal~nger cannot be "pirmed · 
down." For Grunwald, the parts of Salinger always add up to more than 
the whole. 
. -· -·------ - ----------
.-
. . - .. --· ---- --·· ---- -·- ------- -~------- -------.---------- ---····-- -----
·--~---------- -------- --· ·-
l 
Grunwald is wise enough to_ note, however, that there are two pre-
. dominant critical schools, . the sociological and the psychoanalytical. 
:· SEtlinger cor1;stantly m~e_s_ .. th~ reader. __ EL~?Xe of ~_he __ pr.~--~n4_ne~ce_ of human_ 
0 ~ -~ 
' - ' 
conflict instigated·- by soci·al forces. Ihab Hassan in Radical Innocence 
I 
. .., 
sees this struggle as one between the Assertive.Vulgarian and the Respon-
sive Outsiaer. Gwynn and·Blotner, ·using Salinger's own words, ca]l it 
the struggle betwe_eu. love and squalor .. Warren French divides Salinger's 
~ ' " 
. . . ·- .' 4 
. world into two conflicting· elements, the "nice II people and· the "phonies." :·· 
On the other hand, M8.XWell Geismar in American Moderns feels that 
··- I 
Salinger has worked in a· sociological void. In "Salinger's Easy Victory," 
. 
Isa Kapp says that we ·can lE?a.rn nothing about society from Salinger, ·and . 
.Anatole Gruilwald declares emphati~ally that Sali~er is not a sociological. -
J > 
( 
___.>-. ~----,...-
--'-----.-.,-~ .. ~-~----------~------'-----
~-~----------------.---~
------~~--~------------
-----------.. _,_j 
. - - - ' . . - . • . . . - . - - - --
- -~--- --c:---- ---
:•, ( 
: ~.r 
I ·\\i 
r. ,:: - . - -
., .: 
. 
-·~--- __ ·.~ -
-----------··---.z.- ---·----~---..---.-----,L---··-----~-· ---'·---~•------~-·-----~-"'-------~--__:~--~--=- -- --- ----
... _ ;:,- --
-------,...---
. 
. ' 
• •• 
\ 
( . 
1
writer. For Grunwald, Salinger is J?~~hO~aJ.yticaJ.. 
-~ is reinforced by Ernest Jones in Nation (September 1, 
. -
,.. 
This latter view 
1951) when he shows 
t~at Holden is not a rebe~ in th~eric~ transcendental tradition and 
by Warren French when he refuses to accept the fact that the Catcher 
m~st be interpreted in terms of outside conventions.5 
- -
A "Myth" school has grown a.ro'W_d Salinger. Holden Caulfield has 
' . 
been compared to no less notable figures than Daedalus, Augie March, and 
Huckleberry Finn .. This myth motif is verY strong in(Heiserm.a.n ~d Miller's 
a;rticle "J. D. Salinger; Some Crazy Cliff" and Frederick I. Carpenter's 
"The Adele.scent in American Fiction." The Twain parallel approach claims 
many folrowers who either use the idea as the basis for their whole ~a.rgu-
m~nt (~dgar Branch and Charles Kaplan in particular)· ·or use the idea to. 
support th€i~ thesis. 
.. 
The thematic pa.ra.J 1 els to Joyce., Bellow, Twain, and others a.re 
.. ·. us.p.tµ.ly well founded and .enl~glltening, put any atteIIlI:?"t t:o .. t·a.ke th_e p~Eµ];el . 
.. 
-~. 
__, -
~----- - . •--- - ---- - ---··-·-- - -- ----------- ·- ----------------· . ---------· ·- --- ·- . -- --- - --- --··-- - - - --·--· ~----------- -·-----·--~------------- ----·-------~---- --·· ·--------- •- -- - -·-- -- - --·-·
· -- ---- ·-· -- -- - - -· - - ··---·---·-· ··---------------·- --------- ----~ 
. .. 
r . 
.•. 
-~-· 
·t . 
_; -- ' 
·-·-~----- r" -- --
beyond th~tic devices usually fails .6 , Salinger is not the master o:f 
. . 
Arthur Schwartz and A. Chester7 
'..:.. 
character portrayal that the others a.re. 
both-.agree .that Salinger can handle the juxtaposition of opposing cl}.~-
-. 
ters, but most critics, expecially Kazin, Up~ke, and Fie~er, feel that. 
these characters lack any semblance of realism. Kazin in "J. D. Salinger: 
'Everybody Is Favorite' '" described Salinger's . characters as "cute." . Be-
cause of this poor character portrayal, George Steiner says that Salinger 
.is after all only a . minor writer, and: he condemns what he cal ls the 
' ~ 
"Salinger In_dustry" that has surro~~ed this undeserving writer . 
Almost since the beginning, there has been this ·rising tide of 
criticism based on the -realistic-naturalistic .tradit-ion' i-n -•ich --Ameriea------- ---- - -----
., 
is saturated. In order· to caJ 1 a haJ. t to this view, Caxl F. , Strauch' s 
• < • 
- -~-- -- -- . _ _.__ __ _ 
;. /. 
. L _. __ . - - -. - . - -- . 
• 
. ' 
.. .• 
---:-= -·--
........... -·.' 
... ~ - -
... , 
-· f 
... 
.. ~~ - . 
- .... 
____ "! ___ _ 
and John o. Lyon.' s articles in the Winter, 1963, issue of the 
.. Wisconsin Studies in·- Contemporary Literature, establish s·alinger m· · ·· · · · · · · r • ·.: · • • · • · • · ,, ... 
- ---------- -----
. I - . 
the mainstream of .American romanticism. In that same issue, it would 
. 
appear that Ihab Hassan attempts to work out a compromise between the 
. I 
two previously mentioned _schools (realist and romanticist) when he 
8 - . 
classifies Salinger's work as "sur-real." . 
The religious school of Salinger criticism.is represented by 
Tom Davis in the MysticaJ. tradition -and Josephine Jacobsen in the· 
-
Christian traditiqn.9 .The r~ltgious criticat"" tradition, ·(in recent 
- . 
literature'), initiated by the works of Joyce and Eliot, is, however, 
; 
) 
often carried to extremes. James Bryan, for example ,--rinas Franklin 
Graff's chicken sandwich to be suggestive o:f the Holy Eucharist .10 This 
is highly dubious cr.i ticis~--. and it borders on literary nonsense, if n:o·t 
religious sacrilege. 
~ne",.-nr-s-t reviews . that- condemned. Sal.-inge:t a-s- immoral have- caused···---~·~--~~-==--=-~=--===-· 
" 
a moral 'backlash.' Now, as will b_e amply· noted later, many critics con-
,, 
sider Salinger overly l)lOral.i.stic and didactic. David L. Stevenson in 
'\r. D. Salinger: The Mirror o·f Crisis" sees s-a:t±nger--as a -man holding --a 
~ ~ . ·. ~ 
spiritual. mirror before us so that we may recognize and contemplate our 
. ~.~ 
internal problems. 
j 
.:~ 
~-. 
. . 
-... 
-
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... CHAPrER TWO •-
THE PROBLEM OF COMMUNICATION 
.. Whatever the various -~approaches to · Salinger,-- a· unanimous critical 
following ~an be found in~xone area~-the des~re, on the part of---Sal.ingerts 
. -' 
characters, to communicate. Many critics ·like Charl_es Kegel and Hans 
Bungertll devote their entire. energies to this probiem, .while aJmost all 
~ othe~ critics mention this area in some form or other. The host of phone 
caJ ls, completed or not; cannot help but make the reader aware of Salinger's 
insatiable desire to have his characters communicate. Seymour's wallboard, 
I 
Boo ]?oo's soap message, ·Esme's letter, Zooey's phone call, and Buddy's 
blank piece of paper { accompanied by a cigar) cover the wide range of 
Salinger's communicative devices. Holden Caulfield judges the literary 
prowess ·of an author by whether or not he {Holden) would like to talk to 
• 
-~_ ~he t3-uthor on t_~e phone . . "-- --
Anyone who has paid attention to this preoccupation will note that 
aJmost · aJ:l of Salinger's communication is indirect. Paul Levine says that -
Salinger made the written word the mode of communication for }4s heroes 
because it is mone lasting than speech, and~ it sYIIlbol~zes the ·honesty and 
~reativity of the artist.12 Fo; Levine, Salillger is the religious man of 
Silence. There is no be~ter · support for this theory than Sa.linger' s pre-
. -
qccUpation with. deaf-mutes. They can only communicate by· means o:f the 
·----.-wr-lt~en word. Holden wan~s to become a cieaf-mute so that he can elimin-
I ..-.,t•-
-
ate all those "go9-dam stupid useless qonversations. !' Holden cries out~~ 
constantly for communication, but for meaningful communication. 
. 
One must, 
. . 
.. however, go b~yond Levine's ·-"'religion of silence." The large number of··· 
Jr 
. phone cal:J.,s in Salinger's work dictat~s this. It is not by the written 
·-,/ 
,/ 
./ .. 
.-..... 
.. 
- . ,' 
"'. "' / 
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word alone th·at the Salinger family.li_vea~ What, then, is··the reai mean--· 
A. ----~Joi 
' ;~ l . ' 
ing of Salinger' i obsession with ~direct communication? The best answer 
·can~be found in-Seymour's horse dealer ("Seymour: An Introducti_on::). The· 
, 
' 
. 
horse dealer, oblivious of external appearances, looks for th~ horse with 
the best internal mechanism. Salinger does not want his characters misled 
by the· accidents of cloth. and flesh.- His characters. search for the .inner 
me~ing, the communication of the_ heart. The Laughing Man i·S f~lled with 
love for man\ and animal, but remove his mask and he will kill y~u. · B·uddy, 
\ .. . 
in "seYin.our: An Introduction," chides the reader: "Good night!- Good night 
. . 
aJ 1 you infuriatingly uncommunicative people. nl3 " 
But what is the all-important message? What great profundity can 
.. 
be f6und · in Holden' s phone calls o~ the poems on Allie's glove? None, and 
that· is the point. It is not the message that is important ( except perhaps 
for Zooey's), but the idea that the message, whatever it might be, exists 
. - - . ·- ·-. - -
tLrnaJ.. exper~ence. 
Q f· 
It is othe_ empirical manifestation of an act of love. 
It' is this--the communication of iove--that is Salinger's all-important. 
message. Jus~ as Eliot attempted to instill a_ sense of the spiritual in a ·. 
\. 
. 
world replete with religious disillusionment, so does SaJ i~ger attempt to 
instill a rebirth pf love in a world .obsessed with the material. Eric Fromm, 
'"' 
in a chapter ~ntitled "Love and Its Disintegration in Contemporary Western· 
Society," vividly describes the problem --that-- W€-st-ern man must face in the 
matter of love: 
' 
0 
No objective observer of our Western life can---doubt that-.love-
. brotherly love, motherly love, ·and erotic love-is~ a relatively 
rare phenomenon, and that its pl~e is taken by a number of forms 
of pseudo-lov~ which a.re in reality so many forms of the disinte-
gration of love. \ 
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Human relations ·axe essential.ly those of alienat·ed automatons; 
each basing -his security on staying close to the herd, and not 
l 
being different in thought, feeling or action ... Modern man 
is actually close to the picture Huxley describes in his Brave 
New World: -v;ell fed, 1vell clad, satisfied sexuaJ J y, yet }Ari th- _ 
out self, without4any except the most sup
erficial contact vrlth 
fellow men ... 1 
8 -
• .. I . 
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. ·' 
--s_criptiqn "Dear God, lif_e is hell" in -a: German propaganda book which be---· 
longed to a recently arrested middle-aged matron. Under the inscription, 
·the Sergeant writes the words of Father Zossima in Dostoevsky's ·The / 
.,, ... ~...-, 
Brothers Karamazov: "Fathers and teachers, I pono.er. 'What is hell?' I 
maintain that it is the sufferi~g of ·being unable to love. nl5 There are 
certainly enough examples of this type -of hell in Salinger's works. Many 
<· 
of the stori_es deal directly with the frustrated love affair, while others 
such as Walt's freak war accident in "Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut," the 
- -,. 
·giri's car accident in Holden~s Ring Lard.ner·story, and the man falling 
-
· -- ...... _________ ·- ---- -- -- -----off ear-ine I s rttnning- board in- the- "Inverteinm~rt-"~xe~@HH~f--€ooimpJ.e.s-__ ~_J 
I 
. - ---
... -
{ of internaJ. short stories of fat;' s intervention· in the affairs of love. 
\ 
Many c:ri tic.s have· failed to see that this is Salinger's essential 
-
. . 
.J· ~octrine of _love, the desire to .be able to. love others. Levine interpr·ets 
·i. 
Holden· correctly when he· sees Holden as. "too full of love, with no worthy 
. 
object on which to bestow _it. ;,16 But David Stevenson falls victim to the 
-
n • 
.. 
critical approach which s~e-~ Salinger's characters~ as always sear'chlng for 
-
~ . . 
• love •17,, He finds an inseparable gulf existing ~etween a character's need .\I 
' 
for·love-and his futile gest~e of.achieving it.- For stevenson, Salinger's 
- . 
. ~ 
cries for love .go unheard.18 ... This erroneous viewpoint leads Alfred Kazin 
to conclude that Salinger's.characters suffer from a huge case of self-love ~ 
, ·-
- -- ----- ---~-- -
-----
,· - ( 
and narcissism._ .He is closer to the truth when he ~8¥S that Salinger's 
..... - .:. 
.,,. 
characters have love for certain pe-~le -and forgiveness for others.-l:-9~ 'Their . 
. . ..... 
--'---- -"'---"------ --:.. .. __,...._..._ ___ , 
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. -- . . real-, problem i·s that· they cannot find anyone worthy of th-eir most precious 
i1 
. ·-· -
·gift, their love . For those unworthy of love, there is only forgiveness. 
r-, 
~ Hassan see·s this forgiveness as a form of love in itself. He sees Holden 
Caulfield's final statement of forgiveness (the best example of Kazin's 
. -p~Int-of-view) a_s a.11.: '_'embarrassed __ testament of._love."~o It _would, however, 
be impossible to-:-agree with Warren French when he claims that Salinger is 
an ap.vocate of undiscrtmf~ati~g love. 21 A further study of the nature .and (' 
. 
I 
. 
manjffestation · of the act of love will show that, Salinger's characters love t ·. 
• I 
· and \are loved within a c~rtain discriminatory pattern. I , 
., A very pertinent criticism of Salinger's . doctrine of love comes from 
Anatole Grunwald. He fe~ls that Salinger's doctrine of love is ideologically 
n_eutral; it has no positive program of reform or plan of attack. 22 Grunwald 
does not deny that Salinger makes no pragmatic application of his doctrine. 
Salinger does not tell U'S how we should love or whom we should love. Like 
~. T 
I 
• I 
I 
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!; 
I 
!r-
1 
: 
' 
,, 
·, 
''i 
===--=-==-==========~~-·~--~=sugges:t-:ed. that we need ~-piritual revival, but ·gave us no con-
\ 
•~ ·-· 
...:. 
0 
crete ways, Salinger suggests that we need a revival in lo}Te, but leaves 
the doing t<? us. .. Do. not mi.stake this to me-an that Salinger does not have · 
. h~s. own pattern for the act of love. He does. It would, however,. be al-
.. C: together ludicrous to assume that S-alinger expects his reader· t0 love. in 
the same fashion that his characters do.· It would be like Henry Miller 
asking his reader to do the same. Those people. who would require that the . I, 
artist's characters must be so lifelike as to provide for association or 
. I 
outright imitation., are violating the principles of the az-tist. No artist 
expects th-at hi·s reader has lived or will try to live like his characters. 
He hopes only that his charact·ers will somehow manifest his idea. The· . ~ 
.. legitimate complaint, which will be discussed in detail_ later, is that be-
., cause Salinger.'s doctrine of love is so idealistic, his characters·__seem: 
,0 
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· unrealistic. 
' ., 
I am afraid that Grunwald' s previous carrplaint that Salinger's doc-
' . I 
/ 
trine of love appears to be ideologically neutral· shows that he catmot· f 
____ s_e~ t~~ _ _for_~~-~ for the trees. · -·Even- -if- we assume for the present that·-- -- -----
Sali1_1ger' s cl:1aracters are unrealistic,_ this does not say th_at he cannot 
make his message clear. ~ In fact, his message is al 1 too clear; he .. is- al-
.~ . 
most overly didactic. Salinge_r wants man to see that there is a need 
for love, and that this love must be as pure as is humanly possible. 
Even if Salinger's characters never-achieve the ideal, they still hold 
it up as a model. What man does with the model is his concern and 
Salinger's ilppe. 
It -is on this point--t:t:ie =coIJilll.Uiti.<cation of: love-----that ·thi.s. -paper 
will concentrate. -· 
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. CHAP1'ER THREE 
DEFINING TEE ACT OF LOVE 
· This' chapter will be devoted to ~fining, • as .· clearly as possible, · 
'---------··- . ~ -
- -
__ -_ -'- ____ · -~ ____ ' __ tha_nature ___ of_ .the __ _act. o_f lo:ve- and- -the--natu.re of· its manifestation. 
J' 
Examining all of the multifarious philosoph'ica! sources that form -~ ... ~ 
. ( . ·, 
' 
the foundation of Salinger's:act.~f love would be a literal impossibility. 
·-- .:,_·;.i.--:--·--·· 
Because of Salinger's prolific reading .in Eastern as·well as Western 
thought, any investigation of sources would requir~ a paper in itself. 
The best this paper can hope rto do is extract from Salinger's texts the 
prerequisites for the act Qf love. These prere.quisites will, in· turn, 
~ '\ 
provide a basic definition for the nature of the act of love. 
The. fir.st, and perhaps most important, prerequisite for the act of 
love is that it be tota.JJy uns.elfish. There is no mutual Thomistic shar-
--------·-----------.~- --i-ng-;----1-"t;---~-s-- -et¥er-'.-eent€red-.--- -=when--Holden----eaul:field 1 s broth er-All re-- di-es , - --
.... 
-· Holden suffers guilt feelings because he had refused to take Allie to 
' 
' . . -~ .. 
Lake Sedego one day. - This and the fact thl:l,t the night Allie die·d Holden 
.-
} 
had been sleeping in a garage caused Holden to _break the windows in the 
gar~e. Holden was symbolically_ manifesting_, his belated recognition tha:t -· 
love cannot be ·i·solated; it is. an outgoing .. phenomenon. After Holden,.has 
\... . ··- ' 
.. 
. . 
given money to two n'lllls in a sandwich bar, he reflects on the nature of 
•! 
. -
giving, especially with regard to Mrs. Hayes: "And old Sa] J y . Hayes' s 
l_-C. 
motlier. Jesus Christ. The only way she could go around with a basket 
_, 
collecting money would be if everybody kissed her ass -for her when they 
- a 
made a contribution. ·ri· they just dropped their dough in her basket, 
. -
· · then waJ.ked aw~ without s~y±ng anyt~ing to her, · ignoring her and aJ 1, 
she'd quit iri · about an hour. 1123;,.. The· act of giving, helping or in any way 
• 
-, -
' -
··-------~-~--~ 
.. 
; 
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loving _cannot be governed by-the thought· of personal gain or possible 
personal;discomfort. 
_; 
d 
The second prerequisite is that the act be "honest.!' Tei be honest, 
. . 
- , an ·act must have a definite . correspondence between the internal stimuli 
. 
and its manifestation, whether the latter be word or gesture. In "Uncle 
J. 
Wiggily_ in Connecticut," Eloise-'s chief complaint about her husband is 
. . 
that she cannot be honest with him.-_ "Oh you can tell them stuff," she · 
says, "But never honestly. I mean never honestly. n?4 Lew had not been 
honest with her when he had professed to admire Jane Austen; he hadn't 
the honesty to show admiration for his f~vorite author, L. Manning Vines, 
. . 
0 
because the basis of his admiration might be considered suspect by others. 25 
-~ 
The epi. tome of honesty is clearly illustrated in Seymour's demand th~t the 
~ 
speaker at Gettysburg, where 51,112 men died, should "simply have come 
f orwa.rd and_ shaj{en his fist at his· audience and then walked off - that is, 
if· the_ speaker was an ab solutel;y honest man. 1126 It is, 1 · J--------------,-------Jo---- ~ - ~ - ----- -- -- ------ --- ------ ---- - -· - - --
.. 
S~inger sees Ghildren as the great manifesters of love. They are the 
ones whose external acts of love are ·al.ways purely motivated fr-om within. 
' t, 
The chief sin against unselfishness and honest~_ is_,~ or cours_e, _______ _ 
. !r . ._. . . . . . -- - • - - --- ------------ ~--- ----- - ·-: - ·----- --- - - -------
phoniness, the offense that preoccupies Holden throughout the Catcher. 
gtracllater, -Valericia, Ol_ivier, Ernie and a host of others, aJJ come under--
·' 
Holden's wrath because they a.re too aware of themselves. If a minister 
• l • 
--~ 1. -
-~-
•' 
conveys the word of God, that's one __ thing, but if he follows his profession·-·-- - ---
....... 
,., . c: -.. 
because he likes1··tne -sound. of his own voice, then he is too immersed in 
his own ego. Holden, like Fr_anny and Teddy, is very concerned about the 
-influence of the ego~ If the ego is predominant, then the inner -feeling 
cann-0t match th.e outward expression. Consequently, the person W?-th t~e 
-
overactive ego -cannot love. He cannot give· of himself without· thinking 
. 
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- . 
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• ~--. : , ~ .· .:-· ; ,'.pt himself. · And if 'he is -incapable of giving, he -'Will .also be· incapable 
of receiving. This concern for his ego blinds him to·the love of others. 
..... " It is at· this point that the critic sharpens his f'a.ngs and prepares to 
! pounce. If there are any characters who are ego-centered, they axe 
-c--- ~ 
.-
-------S&l~nger-'-s~.- -But. their egocentricity ·a.rises· out of' their demand, the 
demand for an·intense love. They cari'only be accused of being selective 
about the manifestation -of their love. ., 
- .. j 
. :. 
' , .. , .. J,I 
. Because of this demand for ... purity of feeling and· expression,· Salinger's 
characters· are openly opposed to excessive emoti-onalism or sentimentality. 27 
Tnese states can interfere with the act of love in many ways . The first, 0 
and most apparent in Salinger's works, is that ·emotion or sentiment might 
, , I 
... ~ 
, . draw the potential lover toward accidental values, rather than the spirit-, ~ , .. ' 
... 
uaJ. essence. When Muriel felt sentiment.ally drawn to a _-cat in a movie,~ ---------------· - .. "·... - -~·- -- - -___ .____.:·--
' 
t. 
,-, ,---,_ 
Seymour replied that God must certainly have loved kittens, but not with 
Technicolor booties on their.paws. 28 Ta.king the problem to its ludicrous 
I. 
.., 
of a woman who finds her husb-a,nd' s head split ih two by a coconut. The 
wife's reactio~, ac·c.ording_ to Te·aay-, would be an astonishing admonition -
~'Stop that!" The wife would be reacting as she would in any similar and 
-, less· t.rag-ia incident in which t-he h-g.sba.nd was ( according to ·ner) ·at fault: - ---- · 
Th_e poets, Teddy says, "are always sticking their emotions in ,things that 
. have no emotions ., " Teddy cannot love God sentimen~J J y, for this would 
# 
~-------- ____ 1:Le -~'too unreliable .• '~ In orde~. to help.Muriel understand his attitude to-· 
... __ . 
__ , 
I 
• 
., ward that cat in the movie, Seymour recaJ J s R. H. ·Blyth' s defini tioJ?, of 
~ 
' 
_sentimentaJ.ity-..;giying to a thing more tenderness tha.il God gives it. 29 
~- -.. __ 
The hone.st, ~selfish, unsentimental act of love should be, then, 
a _spontaneous act stimulated by a rapport of spirit with sp,iri t. 
--~ 
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To say ~hat there is a· religious aur·a surrounding this- act of love 
is most important, but to say that the act of love must be stimulated by 
religious· motivations or to say that it must be considered a religious 
- -act ( as we would define it) would be most dangerous. __ For Salinger, reli-
-
-
. gion is not sac-red,, but life is. Holden Caulfiela~-reels compassion for 
the most human Judas. It is Holden who i-s annoyed with the disciples be-
cause they kept letting Chris~dowrr while he was alive. Holden loved the 
. I 
r 
lunatic who, like himself, suffere<1,. the abuses of his _own existence . One 
of .Seymour's poems (in "Seymour: An Introduction") t-~lls us ab.out t~e dis-
tinguishe·d old ascetic on his death bed. Surrounded by Chfl.I).ting' priests 
.. 
and disciples, he wishes that they would be quiet so th~t he could hear 
what two washerwomen are saying in a nearby co~tyard. 30 This is the 
relig.ion of life. 
If Salinger is a man co~cerned with religion, then whY:_ all the ap-
- p~ent irreverence? Why does Zooey tell Bessie that for all he knew 
• 
I 
. ' ·-"".I 
------------·-- T------- , -~----
... 
. 
-
Christ fed the multitudes on cheeseburgers and cokes? Why does Salinger's 
w~rk abound in ·profanity? The latter question puzzled many of Salinger's 
/ 
earlier critics, but has been .amply explained by Donald P. Costello's 
. 
. 
article "The Language of The C·atcher~·in ·the Rye" and Carl. F. Strauch~ s 
-- ----·- - --
"Kings in the Back Row: Meaning through Structure." These critics show 
that· Holden 'ffs language is not u~ed in the true sense of profa.ni ty, and, 
' in. f'act, the language serves a very definite artistic· function. To give 
'~ ,' I 
·you some idea _of Salinger's own attitude toward profanity,- let us look 
8 
at one of Seymour's comments on Buddy's writings. 
your Gensure on his [ the Doctor, in . O.f!.e of Buddy' s 
Seymour says: "I feel · 
short- stories] God-
damns. That seems off to me " What is it but ~- low~ form of prayer when · 
he or Les or anybody else God-damns everything? I can't believe God 
:.. 
~·- . 
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. recogni·zes any form of'/1 blasphemy_. - It·' s -a prissy word invented by. ·t&e· ., 
clergy. "3l 
The irreverent attitude of SaJ.inger' s characters can ·be explained 
.. more· easily. All of these characters would have us dest-:r-oy the conven-
i:Ons and -institutions- --that -con~trict man_'-~ __ thinking to Christian 
-conventions. Man must be free to lov~_on his own terms, not some insti---·----------------------------------------------
/./ tution' s. The institution has a tendency to make man's love a phenomenon 0 • 
removed from his own world of -·existence. Salinger's love is too jmmersed 
in life to be regulated by the dictates of ~Y institution. His love has 
its source and manifestation·eentered in the individual. God is neither 
... 
--
intermediary nor fountainhead. Zooey tells Franny: "He had a theory, 
Walt, that the religious ·li:fe ,- and al.l tha agony that goes with it, is 
' 
just something God sicks on people who-have the gal) to accuse Him of 
having 'cr~ated an ugly vfOrld. "32 One would think ( and with much justifi-
cation) that it is· Salinger who is accusing God of having cr·eated an ug:l.y 
---...--~---~------
- -
world·. If anything, Salinger goes out of his way to expose the world's 
ugliness._ But th~ essential doctrine is at the ·heart of the matter. Vg-
liness com.es from the degenerated spirit, frOIJl the soul without love._ ..... -
- . God gave man the potential to love and, thereby,· ~o be beautiful.. To 
make man recognize this is Salinger's crusade. 
Salinger_ 4oes not completely exclude God from this world; he merely 
de-emphasizes the love of God so that it can be redirected toward man, a 
~ .. twentieth century form of Christian humanism. Twice in Franny and Zooey, 
he makes open admission that this is God's uni verse. 33 But the most im-
- portant thing is that we are -a.l 1 ·carrying the Kingdom of Heaven a.round . -
"inside"34 us., We -all know the final equation that frees Franny from her t' .. 
'trance: the F·at Lady is Chri~t. We are, then, all Christs no matter how 
-· 
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Accidents mean nothing. ·rt-is the heart of the matter that counts.-
It is., then; little wonder that the .critical consensus holds Salinger 
as a moral _and religious writer. - Levine says that ev-ery S~inger hero is- .-·: 
1 
~ . 
-----, ~= =-'-~-----"---- ---~--"-reflection of a moral code arising out of a cult. of innocence, love, ________ _ 
aliE!nation and finaily redemption. 1135 The choice~~ this hero is a :e1i-
· gious problem, that of finding moral integrity-, 
·- - ' ~-
love· and redemption in an_ 
) 
immoral world.36 E. P.J. Corbett finds the Catc~er -to be ~ "moral exper-
r 
i·ence, n37 and Peter s·eng sees it as -a "moral novel in the f1ll.lest sense 
.. 
of the word. u3B -~ -- • 
- .. 
~ 
.In his own way, Salinger has, then, de-emphasized the institutional. 
~_spects of the Christian religion and demythologiz~d much of the _literature 
:, ·. 
that surrounds the institution. In place of ,.what he has destroyed he sub-
" .. 
mits a doctrine of brotherly love, a love that springs from man's innermost 
_core, the place. of God. Whereas Hemingway turned to man's more prjmi tive 
. i ~ 
,, 
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more in the ideal. Salinger's is qot a salvation of guts and rituali~tic 
' 
bu9 lfight parades, but a salvation of heart and medicine 'Cabinets. 
By the mere fact ·of their existence, all things. and all people be-
come, then,_ part of the religious institution of life·. Salinger reinforces -· 
this concept with his purstii t of mysticism, but a_ very undefined ( if ,v in- · 
deed, there are any defined mystics or mystical. cults) mysticism~, -Strauch 
rightly places him among Emerson, Alcott, Thoreau, and Whitman,,, who were 
"exponent-s of a Western tradition of philosophical Orientalism. n39 .,, 
Josephine Jacobsen recognizes that the G1ass family in particular is 
. 
~ . 
. I 
-acutely aware of the doctrine of incarnation-- "the relevation, through 
matter, of sp1r:i. t . 1140 It is by means o-f this very doct:r;ine that Saling.er 
- --- --c-an-give such importance to insignificant objects. Mi_ss Jacobsen says 
' 
~ - ~ 
-_ _, · ,,___.... _ . ,that one 9f SaJ j nger 's special ~alents is his ability to j~apose "the·· 
.. 
.. - -· 
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august and trivial, ·in whi.ch the latter never deflates the former, but 
is instead mysteriously infused by it, . while· never losing it~ own na~~. 41 · 
__ Edgar Bran-ch sees a strong motif in Holden's awareness of the 
· "uniqueness of things. 1142 Grunwald, in speaking ortne~ lha6ili ty to cap-
ture __ Salinger's meaning· in 9.~ot~ti()!J. , __ s_~:y-~ __ ; ________ ~_'f~~~Q_!!~----~g. ___ qbj_~_q_t~ __ , even 
when they axe part of the cG>mmonplace, assume a certain glow that. canno~. 
~be conveyed in lengthy(v;,~otations out of context. u-43 Strauch says,. "The·· 
~ . 
·clutter [ of physical things--footnotes, letters, di~ies, tediouf :~angues 
in ta.xis, the clutter of living rooms and medicine cabinet~ is employed 
as a gesture, a symbolic"" notation standing fo~ the painful difficulty of 
. ' 
reaJ.izing the spirit in the midst of the overwhelmjng physical plethora."44 
Salinger is probably the only' writ~r who could make you cry over a bottle 
of as]?irin. 
.. 
Miss Jacobsen also speaks of a unity of" essence· that exists among 
\ 
Salinger's objects. _ We hav~ ~een how they are important insofar as they 
are related to a significant character or to the act of love. And Salinger· 
wants us to know that all objects are_ potentially capable of being -involved 
I • 
. . 
The most insignificant flower becomes the most beauti-. 
. -- - . 0 . in the act of love. 
ful in the context. 'of love. Because SaJ.i:ngei· wants us to know this, . he 
-· 
gives objects a mystical importance that lies beneath their accidents. 
They have a spiritual "substance," a Thomistic "primary matter," or, as 
Strauch sees it, a Ne6platonic spiritual fom. 45 This is why Teddy's sis-
ter can pour a glass of milk and be pouring. Christ into Christ. This is, 
I 
i . 
,,. 
on a somewhat~ different plane, the same unity that exists within us. We 
are aJ.l Fat Ladies an.d Christs. By separating _matter and spirit and giv-
... 
---- - -~~-~--- ·ing -importance--to--each, mysticism .provides,· then, the vehicle .for penetrat-
. 
<....., 
. ' ' 
.ing to the inner meaning of life. For· Salinger, this inner meaning -is love •. -- -- -
. • • J 
,, 
. ·--------
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One cannot help noticillg that objects gaip importan~e by ·associa-
- --tion, for it ·is· their owners who a.re responsible for their importance. 
,, 
Esme's.broken watch, Buddy's cigar, L~s's tangerine, Bessie's chicken ; 
broth, -Franklin's chicken sandwich, Phoebe's record; Sister Irma's paint-
-ing, the little _g_i:rt~s skat·e key, and myriads of other objects ·permeate 
Salinger's works. ~ the individual study of the stories, this paper 
will show how ··each of these appa.r~ntly inconseq-µentiaJ. objects is either 
' 
. symbolic of, or the medium for, an act of love . 
.. 
Let us not, however, see this preoccupation with the spiri tuai es-
,_,. sence of things as an indication of Salinger's being a complete mystic. -
.. 
Perhaps, Seymour -is a third-rate one, but one with a purpose, Salinger's 
" purpose. Mysticism proviaes Salinger with the necessary spiritual imple-
.•.. _ 
l 
~--
-me~ts for penetrating to the heart of the act of love. Teddy's theory of 
"detachment" (the removal of "logic and'·intellectuaJ. stuff") is a perfect 
preparation for the-~t of love. It is the 
~ 
' 
of the self; the path to unselfishness. It ~s the self-perfection that 
could lead one to the pure act of love. 
Those who cannot see that Salinger uses mysticism~as a spiritual 
' 
-· device will, like Ge9rge Ste·iner, consider Salinger a poor Zen Buddhist ' ... 
- 46 
~C-- ---- __ who throws a.round a lot of shoddy Zen. It is no wonder that Anatol~ 
Q 
Grunwald is confused by Salinger's mysticism and says that it i~ for ·saJ i nger 
.• 
• 
- 47 
·"somwhere between toy and salvation." 
Levine and Hassan axe correct when they. note how -~a1in_ger_' s later __ 
. 
works ( eSJ;)eciaJ ly the Glass storj.es) have become 
/' 
al.so see a definite preoccupation, on Salinger's 
~ 
more mystictl. Both 
. .... . ·th ·1 4a· pax u-; wi si ence. -- ·· · 
'· 
I 
. For Hassan, this silence ·h~ even invaded li tera.ry form {cf. "e~lier: 1 
L-evine 's "Reli·gion · of Silence," p. 6) . ~h;e SJ;>Oken word b·ecomes more 
. . J 
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intensely personal, and the gesture becomes the most important, facet of 
the story .. :When the "Quixotic Gesture" (Hassan' s terminology) a.rises out 
of the silence of religious mysticism, then the gesture becomes religious 
_ expression. It is this very religious expression, this act.·or lov.e, that -
. 
-makes Salinger's world religious and mysticaJ.. AJ.l of the talk about· 
.)~ . . . "/ 
Christ means nothing until there is the expression of Christian love. All 
of Seymour's Zen scribblings or Franny's ways of pilgrims mean nothing un-
.-~-
.. 
. .. less they act as the basis for a gesture of love. 
1· " • 
When we say that Salinger is religious,. we mean :that he has created 
• 
his own religion with its own creed, code, and cult. He has extr~ed 
{ ~ ·-
the concept of qrotherly love from the Christian and the doctrine/ of rein-
carnation from the· Eastern mystic.; ·he has combined "Glle two into a religion 
of love that finds expression in the ,act' bf love. It is a man1centered 
) ,:. . .. 
religion that de-emphasizes the necessity of a god, so that man might better 
1--------~------\_...,.~....-\ohlr-vlalr\ot,.._.e-0n--l-0¥-ll!B=his f~llow mag. It is a religion in which people 
\ 
~ ,L . . 
-·. 
" 
are 'important because they can love and objects a.re important because they 
-}!. • 
can be the vehicles of, love. ' • I/ For Salinger,\ Seymour is never wrong when 
he says, "All we do our whoJ,.e 'lives is go froni one little Holy Ground to 
the next. "49 . .. . - . ._ -. 
,-.-,, .. 
I 
In conj1lllction ·with the religious ~a- that surrounds the act, there- , I . . 
is a ~ame~tally Platonic basis for the love act. Salinger's characters 
., 
a.re in constant opposition to extramarital physicaJ.'contact, sexual prom-
is·cui·ty, and sexual perveraion. There is ·an -aJroost Wordsworthian founda-
' ,.. 
. -
. tion for the construction of his child characters and the formulation of _ 
his philosophy. It is the love act and the love exp_eri.ence that !!a.ti form 
the foundation of one's philosophical ·outlook. In critical momen~s, one 
ca.imot relive the love a~t or ex_perien~e, but one ·can. recall it for 
~ 
,. 
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philosophical nourishment. y . 
Salinger's emphasis on youthful innocence and intuition i·s another 
clear example of the Wordsworthia.n influence. His child characters a.re 
1. -
. 
. .always more honest, more truthful, and more loving. ! 
---~-··--·· ~.-. --------~-.-·.--.-.a----·---------· -
The sexual act, because it does belong fundamentally to the adult 
world; is, then, taboo. 
-
It is Qne of those forbidden pleasures tba.t __ J~.l_l 
Salinger characters are aware of, but choose not to participate in. 
. Salinger is I?,Ot, however, completely opposed to physical love; he 
just ~ees· it as secondary to -spiritual love. Without a proper foundation 
in the spiritu~, .the physical is meaningless.· Holden ~oes say that he ·. 
would be willing to "make. out 11 with the ~ight girl under the right circum- . 
stances. But even Holden ( and I'm afraid ali of Salinger's characters as· · ...... · · 
weJ-1)' h,¢s to admjt that his sex life "stink~." 
,J----__J 7 • 
-· 
Once the mystical-religious aspect of Salinger's love act is under- . 
.... . 
attribute of the act of love-.-i.t8-___ -g.ni versali-cty-~ M ___ w~s__ ri_oted. e_arl.i.er_, __ _ 
- ~·:_ ..i a.::. • .. .-~. ~ 
Salinger's characters discriminate against phoniness and phoniness cannot 
be pre~ent if one ls to commit the·love act. How, then, can the·act be 
- . 
: uni versa.l? ·rt ·J:s pot·entia.1.ly uni versaJ.. Because of their spiri tu.al es~. 
sence, -all men are -capable of .loving or being loved,. and aJ 1 objects 
I 
capable of. being the vehicles of love, but .. the actual manifestation depend$ 
entirely on the discrimination of the giver. rn·some cases, the receiver ' -..... , ... ___ , ,...,;_ .. 
doesn't even know·that he has been the object of an act of love. 
' Before a study of. the manifestation of the act can begin, a definite 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.Y 
.t •. 
---------· 
. distinction must be made between the giver and the receiver of the act of 
love. ApotheI' possibility which-- must be .kept in mind is that the giving 
t ,; 
. or receiving can, however, be ·a failure. If anything, ·this is ·the. great 
' .. .. .., 
. ~: - , . 
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· Salinger tragedy. Th.e. receiver of the act of love is, as we shaJ J see, 
· . act~a.J Jy a hybrid of sorts. .He· is ·the receiver in that he· recogniz~s the 
manifest~tion of' love from· another, but the other perso~ may not even know 
that he is involved. The other person simply emanates love by his very 
' ~ 
existence., This situation can be explained by the potential universality. 
of love. A clear example ~s Holden's preoccupation with the kettle drum 
player. He might only get a chance to b-ang the drums once in a while, but 
l 
; 
, 
he do~sn't look bored when he's not doing it. For.this, Holden anq his 
brother .Allie send. the player a postcard _from Washington, and Holden feels . . . 
that Jesus would ·really have loved the player more than· an Easter Pageant 
~ 
at Radio City Music Hall. Zooey looks out his window and sees a girl walk-
ing her dog on Fifth Avenue. "Go~ damn it,' he said, 'there are nice 
thing~ in the world - and I m..eaJl nice things. We' re all such morons to 
·get so sidetracked. ·Always, always, alway& referring every goddam thing 
-- _. ·- --- · -- -- - - ~ · · · B o · · 
th~ n8.ppens .. -right---b~---~--91¥' ~1-Gus-y- -~-._!_'-~---- Zooey- h-ad ~seen ,t-be--:gir.1-:.;--:-: .. ~-=-·-·-·------=----_ -----·-- ·--- -- - -- ---·- --- -- . --- . - -- . . ·----, ·- .., 
~-
• 
she had emanated a ·feeling of love; Zooey had received it and attem:Pted 
tq reciprocate by opening the window and watching the girl disappear. 
_., •. \t' • ! • . . 
,, 
·----
......... 
. ~ . When a Salinger character receives an act · of love it ·i-s a sudden and aJ.-- ~--
·a 
:most unaccountable phenomenon, . an~ it is very seldom an outright gift. 
,, 
The accidental qualities of ·. an outright gift tend -to confuse the receiver . 
.. 
Holden actually a,ecomes depressed when he receives gifts . 
• 
The best paraJ.lel tbat has been drawn concerning this matter is 
. -· 
· · - 51 
that of the Joyc-ean-"epiphany .-" Many critics see a strong parallel . be-
. . tween a Sa.linger character's recognizing the act of love and a J oycea.n 
'Iv' 
character's . having an epiphany. In both .cases, there is a sudden re cog-
~ 
nition, stimulated by .the commonplace, but filled with the profound. In 
• ?-
j 
. . Stephen ·H~ro, Joyce defines "epiphany" as follows: "a sudden S!)irituaJ. 
.'----..----
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ma.nifest~tion, whether in the vulgarity of speech or of gesture or in a 
memorable phase of the mind." The epiphany is the "most delicate and·. 
evanescent .. of -moments." And the epiphany is no·t concerned with the acc1;.-
_dental qualities ?f a sc~e; it is ~oncerned wit~ tpe spiritual c~nter of 
-
the thing perceived. Stephen says: "Its soul, its whatness, · 1eaps to us 
f 
' . 
from the -vestment of its appearance. The soul, of ·the commonest object, 
the structure of which is so adjusted, · seems- to us radiant." For Stephen, 
this epiphany is, then; the ''.supreme quality of beauty .. 11 52 
A comparison of the epiphany and the act of love will prove worth-
while. It has already been shown that the act of lo:ve·, like the epiphany, 
is surrounded by a ~ertain spiritual aura. When manifested, the act of 
love may well take the forms of speech (Sybil says that she sees the 
bananafish), gesture (Walt caressing Eloise's stomach), or a memorable 
phase of the mind (Holden reca.l Jing the singing boy). Warren French 
. '{ ' -
.. . 
------------
· realizes __ that to s~ that---J~e--1nf~.uenced---S-al-inger- wGul.d-be- da.ng--erous--------_ ---~-------- _ 
. . 
"'-
- ---- --- - -- --·-----------------'~-- - . 
_ ( ey~n though Stephen Herq was published in 1944). He does, however, see 
ho'f Sal.inger'; stori.es. fully illustrate Joyce's theories. 53 The only 
rea.l Jy dis,c_ernible difference between the two is that the Joycean charac-
. ter (having received the epiphany) learns something· about life in generaJ.:; 
. 
and the Salinger character learns about love in particular. When the 
-
character learns of love, he is actually discovering that the world is, 
\_ 
'\ 
' 
_ for the moment at least, .. ,no longer ugly~ that life is -beautiful, and -that-
the essenc~ of living is loving. 
' .. 
The--._particula.r action that instigated this love epiphany within the ____ _ 
character is too often·· l~ft to the imagination of the reader. Even when· 
. . 
it is not, -the action is -·peculiar, incapable of being correlated to its 
--- - ----~ 
' 
effect.. The ·reaction would seem tu- be always more g~nerous than the stimulus 
,_ 
• 
- .. 
. ~ 
' 
• 
. 'i . 
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Iha.b Hassan ca] ls the action the "Ra.re, Q,ui~otic GeSture. -,:54 
--
demands. 
_I '.,,. 
The gesture is prodigal and spontaneous, often .humorous and whjmsi·cai. -
'I 
It is,an incident of dramatic significance that disrupts man's habit ·of 
· -gray acquiescence and revives his faith in the 'Willingness of the human 
... ·- ..... ~ ,. 
.. __ --- - ---·- ---- -_ -,._ spirit • ' -
'·--~--. 
1t: 
i~- --v:. ; 
\ ~ ... 
The receiver is, then, a hybrid (cf'. earlier, p. ?1); more o-ften 
-------- ···----- ... 
-- ·-. -- -·--- -# -· 
than not he is the giver as well as the rece.iver. He finds some outside 
.. 
stimulus, and, if you will, projects an act of love in it. If the mys.ti-
cal rapport is complete, the act of love .. returns, and 'the person is a,1 J 
the better for it. 
On the part of the giver, the act of love is much the same as 
Hassa.n's "Quixotic Gesture." Giving is still very unconventional, and 
• 
the correlation between cause and effect is still unbalan£eQ_. Giving is~ 
however, different from receivi~g in one important way. There is a defin-
----'-'-~-----"--'-------"1~· t~e.J3tjm11J ua or reasoo.--f-0r the -ac-t,----an<i --the recipient -is ·a known f'igure-~---------. ----
I\ 
.. 
. -~-
... 
r· 
.. 
When Holden Caulfield goes to see'the kettle drum pl~yer, Holden is the tr, ' 
receiver of his own :projected. emanation~. But .when he and his brother 
send the player a post ·card, then they are givers. Here, and in all cases 
I where there is giving, there is a definite imbalance between· the gift 
v given and the cause of its being given. The irony is, then, that the ma-. 
,, 
· terial ges~ure of 'the giver is less than conventional, while the receiver's 
• 
r·esponse is certainly "more .generous than the situation seems objectively ~ 
,.., 
_;_.... 
_____ to .warrant. ~,55 
'--f 
. · t. 
.. 
: f 
The act of love is, then, other-centered. When there is an act of 
love, there·'tis no exp-ectation or de.ma.nd for love in return. Even the re-
_ ceiver; who-projects or recognizes love, is not the center 9f his own need 
for love. He is satisfied s·imp1y· b·ecause -~e ~as recognized love. in another .• 
' 
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. ~ -The act must be honest in ·-its overt di.Splay! On~- might recaJ.l here 
-~~:_---the Christian aq.age of giving till it "hurts." The Salinger character is 
.., 
.. 
- f 
not -necessarily "hurt" in· any wa:y, but he does give something precious, · 
- ' 
. his gift of love. · There is little difference ·between the Litt;I.est Angel's 
----- --- ----~~-
gift of his precious box and that of Esme's b_roken watch. The receiver 
must aJ.so know that hi.s recognition ··or proj·ectiori is well founded. - He -
~·-. 
' 
=- - -· ~,:k 
. . 
•-j 
:; 
-- .. , 
---- -·· ------- -.-------(~ ·---------------'! 
cannot be deliberately misled by accidental values.· In the "Inverted 
Forest," Corine makes tw6 mistakes: she projects love on Ford, without 
/ ' . having established any feal spiritual rapport, ana she expects her love !· 
to be returned. The inevitable result is that Ford's love remains "in-
verted," unacknowledged and unma.nifested. · J 
-
The ·act of love is certainly spiritual~ in foundation. For Salinger, 
" 
life is religion, man is the center of this religion, and love is its creed • 
. --
The act is potentially universal and i~dividually achieved •. 
. . ~ 
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CHAP.rER FOUR 
···MANIF~STING THE· ACT 
.,· 
,-
Now that .the natur-e-0-f-th~.as- been determined, it would be 
. 
... 
25 
well. to make a detailed study of the act -in Salinger's .work. A word of 
-
caution must be put forth jmmediately: not a]] of Salinger 1 s works· con-. _ 
tain an actually manifested act of i love. l:a some stories the act is 
.. 
frustrated by fate or by the inability of one party to establish· a 
,__ ""- .. .:.. . ~ 
. . 
spiritual rapport. other stories will~concentrate s~ly on a character's 
search for someone to whom he can manifest love. 
,.. 
There will be stories 
,:) 
in which the 'act is conspicuously absent so that the reader will better 
-' 
understand the necessity of the act-. 
In most cases, Salinger's stories are (to. us.e Salinger's own term-
inology) "prose home movies."56 The;. have no real. beginning, middle, or 
.. 
effect on the life of the person or persons involved in the stories.· Even 
Sali!lger' s most pro~sing contribution to .American letters, The Catcher 
.. "\. 
in tlie Rye, smacks of being· a series of vignettes, strnng together in a 
-----
' "' 
· way comparable to the work of ·Mark Twain. 52 E. P .. J·. Corb.ett ca] 1 s the 
stories "an accumulation of finger exercises rather than the finished 
symphony. u58 No matter what the construction or the apparent lack of it, 
, . 
Levine strike,s near the truth when he says that the stories provide "an 
off-center moral vision which allows the r~ader to discover the immensely 
- J • . 
significant in the apparently ·trivial and seemingly meaningless. n59 
.i 
The arrangement ~o be useR- in examining Salinger's st·ories pr.esents 
·still another problem. Most of the major critical. examinations to ·this 
,. 
point (Gwynn and Blotner, Warren French) have use~ a. chronological 
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26 
· ~angement :- But S~inger' s chronol·ogicaJ. .progression· proves somewhat 
~ 
disconcerting. rt· would appear that Salinger may have written stories 
i!} one period and published them in a later p~riod when his p~blishers 
-
-
or the public called for them .. · An obvious case in point is that "Raise 
- - -- ~- --- -- -- --·-----·----· ----- --~ ~-0 
High1'6o come~ between the later-linked stories, "Franni" and "Zooey." 
/ 
"A Young· Girl"61 appears in theme and content to belong to the early 
· war stories, yet it appears in 194 7 after the war stories and after the 
- - 62 ;a~ early Holden stories. 
In this paper the stories will b·e grouped according to common sub-
ject matter and characters. This grouping will provide five maj_or cate-
gories: the eaxly wax stories, the marriage_stories, the artist versus 
society stories, the .Holden -stories,and the Glass stories-. There will 
be, of course, cases where certain characters and situations overlap Cate-~ 
,I gories, but this grouping largely prevents exces-sive repetition and di-
• 
--g~e-s sion.-------------- -------------~-----_ ----------------· 
In ad~tio~, the reader may well notice·an actual progression in ' ' I 
I 
~ 
- '·-- 'Jtr" the evolution of Salinger's concept of love and its manifestation in the-' ' . 
act. The act . will progress _from the relatively simple'· gestures found iri 
J 
• • 
- -. , • 
.• 
the war stories to th~ mystical-centered experiences of the Glass children. 
· The early war stories a.re an understandably poor lot. T4ey suffer·· 
from the demands and tastes of the war period. - "The Hang of It" is a 
.,.,. distinct failure in its attempt to capture the humor of training inept 
army recruits. 
. . 
~; Although a poor short story, "The Soft Boiled -Sergeant"· must defin-
. 
. . .,t,: i i~ely be sepa.rate.d from these early war sto~ies by virtue of its distinct 
. ·-----
. ·_l' 
concern with the act of love. Warren French sees the story as another ;of 
Salinger's human tfagedies that separate the·'-,.rlce" peopw· from the !'phonies_. ,;6~ 
" . 
• 
·' 
-~ 
___;_ _ ___;..~----~~--;:-::--====-=:::=-:---::._:"-::_ 7~-:-:-::-_--___ ~-:--~--::-::. - =--."7: .. ~--~-=--------~-=---=--~--. ----- --- -
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-- ~ 
~e problem vr.tth French's categorization is that everyone tries to help 
. 
.... 
the young recruit; everyon~is "nice," no one is; "phony." French again 
·· tries to categorize the story (a fault that he maintains with consistency, 
f 
throughout his book) as an exaIIlple of· the '~ig" guys helping t·he "littJ;e" · 
~-·----- ~i:;,.64 O!ie- might 1.)e iI1Clined to agree with French if' he means that here 
. 
-- . ---- - --
--·--·--·-
, .. \:(~~ - . 
i :... . 
r. 
! . 
!-
--~ 1. i ~ 
I 
I 
I . 
7' ·• 
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~-
·'\. 
is another case of the social outcast being helped by someone, regardless 
of the latter's social standing. French imposes still a.nqther of his 
~ ... ~..r:-----c..--·. - ...-. fav9rite categorizations when ne tags the story as a "Beauty and the Beast 0 
fable. These categorizations will hold true for some ·stories, but they 
a.re too simplified· and compact\ They are easily violated and, consequently, 
serve more to confuse than to enlighten~ 
In these. categorizations, .French does recognize one of. Sa.linger' s 
-messages: an ugly exteri_or is capable of hiding a beautiful int_erior. 
But his. critical genius fails him when he takes thi·s theme to its logical 
interior (for my purposes: one capable of manifesting love), · he does not 
..... 
- .. . - - ....... l ~. 
" s·ay that all ugly exteriors hide beautiful interiors, nor that all beauti~ 
exteriors hide ugly interiors. ~Salinger is full,. of deaf mutes, men with , 
..... 
withered arins and·no noses, Fat Ladies, .and crippled rabbits, all of . 
-,:;, . ' 
· whom have beauti_ful interiors, but h~. also has his Ackley's--ugly inside 
/ 
. 
. 
and out. Salinger does not, as French says, 65 seek to constarltly turn ,, 
ugly exteriors inside· out, thereby always exposing the beautiful. He 
:---
---------~ 
s~ly wants man to transfer his regard from externals (the medals on 
,. 
! 
' 
the outs~de of Sergeant .Burke's uniform) to internals (the medals, pinned· 
to the_boy 1_s underweai;,_) . 
. :. , . ; 
-. 
For Salinger, there is a place f'or the act of love even in the midst 
\ " 
or· death and ~~~truction. _ The giving of the medals i-s- certainly an overt. 
'- . 
----- --
.. 
-, 
~-----------------------~ 
. . 
~---- ---·- --
- . 
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t . . . - ~-
- 'aet--of ~ove, and the wife'.s crying is certainl_y a manifestation that she 
--~ ......... , .. ' . 
has discerned the true meaning of the Sergeant's act. This is why she is 
--- the type of woman one should marry. 
------tI-n___!!_A--G--i-r-1 I' Knev1," Salinger _portrays one of his few conventional 
------ - ---
---love affairs. It is, however·;-···very much in accord with his prerequisite 
•• 
that sex should not enter the act of love; the lovers suffer a childish 
~"-ai 
emba.rassment about being · aJ.one in a room. A definite spiritual rapport 
.. 
is established between the two. Although·they cannot even speak the same 
.. l9¥giiage, they_ establish a 'form of lingual ritual that substitutes for the 
-lack· of conventional words. Spiritual communication of the heart take.fl 
precedence over verbal communication. There"" is a definite object that 
symbolically binds their love: it is the record given John by the Land-
lady. It is one of SaJ.inge·r 1 s many love· gifts which act as a symbolic 
medium. The narrator describes.it as "one of those rare, 
' 
drop-it-and-run 
---------------~----------- _D_ftf3 that Jce_a.y~ tll~_~ec_ipiep.t_ cJ.:i.zg;;,i~wt th gr~:ti tuclE;! • n66 
. I 
Ii ,- . 
Gwynn and Blotner a.re correct when they assert that th~re is a de-
. 
finite conflict o:f themes in the story. The patriotic war theme, which· 
draws the reader's s~athy from the lovers,. conflicts with the love theme 
' . 
itself. .Popular demand seems to· have got the best· of artistic consistency. 
/ The presence of Nazi concentration camps an~ coldblooded charges tends to 
conf'use the issue. 
_______________ At ._~his point, I would, however, like to refute an idea th~.,warren 
French will maintain throughout his study of Salinger's stories . French 
\ 
. -----
constantly claims that· one_ of SaJ.inger.';s chief endeavors is to keep his 
cliaracters preserved in childis·h innocence. It ·ls an un_deniable truth ~ 
· that many of· 'salinger' s characters a.r·e_ presented in their innocence; ·this 
~-
·--
arises from.th~: fact _that the more innocent, the more capab.le of_ truly 
, 
loving.· His chara~ters ar~ __ not,. however, strriggling to preserve their 
·- - - . -· - - ~--·. j,,. . - • - - •. - - -- . 
-- • . • c:; 
.. 
--- - -=- . - ·~-------::- . . . --~ - ~ .... ,....... ; 
.. ~ 
... 
:-.r . 
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29 
innocence, but to compromise this innocence to aduJ.thood and ihaturity in 
a world (for Salinger) without love. They struggle at the transformation 
Lo • 
point between adolesence and· adulthoo.d. They must be willing to- accept 
the fact that they can no longer love or be loved as they used to in. 
their days of- innocence. John's di.sillusionment in this story comes not 
from the realization that he and Leah have lost their innocence, __ b_ut that 
.. -
they have been robbed of the love that they possessed in this innocence. 
P~rhaps there. is the even further realization that the potential for this 
.... type of love lias been lost,- and the recognition of this -loss must be ac-
cepted. For-_ Salinger, love is best born in innocen'ce {regardless of age), 
because this is the time in which all the requirements of love can exist 
in their most perfect state. _ There are no egos, no desire~ for acciden·tal . 
,, values, no affecta\ions, no insincerities, no spiritual voids, and no 
.. ,.. ...... , .-. 
binding ties ( a.Jmost all of Salinger's marriages are involved with this 
-
______ i:g:oblel!U ·--------------~ ________________________________________________________________ _ 
-··---------· -- -- - - ···-
·--·---~---- - -- ---· ----·-------
----
~ . 
AJ.though_"A Young Girl" is not strictly a war story, it is very sim.-
ilar .to "A Girl I Knew" in that both have a wax· background and both ·have 
convention~ love affairs. The parallels go even further. John realizes 
.. 
. 
that he cannot return to the innoc·ence of his love affair with Leah, and·--
• Barbara realizes that, be-cause of her short affair with Ray (a Salinger 
... 
-~. 
-
chaxacter who goes so far as to kiss and propose), she has risen from 
. ... 
adolescence to adulthood: she reject-s preaxrapged plans for her to marry.· 
. . ,,-· 
-· The · two lov:e affairs do, however, demonstrate. different ideas: John and 
'l· 
Leah's shows how circumstance can· affect the love relationship, and ·Ray· 
and B:a.rbara·' s shows the power that love can have on the individual. 
This conventional. love _ affair between Ray and Barbara brings to 
mind -another Salinger vignette,~-'~The Heart of a Broken Story"--which, 
,. 
_,., 
·' 
. / 
. / 
/ 
.• 
_____ __,_._ __ ,..___ ____ __.._ _____ _ 
-. -:-_ -.-_---------------:....---· •, ~-----:,,---~-_.,,,_ _____ .;;..._......;..;..:. 
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-· --·- - - ~~----- -. appears to be a deliberately unsuCCes.sful- atteJIIDt at capturing the boy-
. ., 
meets-girl situation. It is a ,?omical fantas;r about ho_w Justin Horgensc~~ 
might have introduced himself t:o and later married Shir.'J_ey Lester. Al- -
I 
I 
though the story is. a "successful satire, it is not one of· Salinger's usual---· -______ _ 
:, 
--------
\ 1 
r:. 
•II 
+ 
\ .. 
love stories. If anything, Salinger says that normal boy-meets-girl sit--
. 
uations, with all of the conventional Hollywood -trappings, are ludicrous. 
For Saling.er, there will be only t·he unusual rapport, established in any-
thing but a normal fashion . 
.. But there is a second story in "A Young Girl" that must not be over-
looked. The Woodruffs, on t~e same shi:p as Ray and-Barbara, ~e taking 
their trip t~ es·cape the reality that their son has enlisted and might 
well be killed over·s·eas. At the beginning of the story their apparent 
social. ease a.p.d hap:piriess is re·aJ..~y motivated by their as yet unshared 
. 
secr·et about this enlistment. It is not until they return to .the ship 
·--·--arun;k--from a night on tlE town tl1at they-1e-a.r·n -to . -ng11---e-~heir prolnems 
I . 
to~ether. They exchange an act of love by helping each ot·he~, up the ladder . 
. • 
i' 
.Their childish behavior and .,_the innocence of their act a.ttests to the fact 
ci - . I 
. "-'\ . 
·that even middle-aged cou~ples can share in an act of·:· .. 1ove that meets 
h 
Salinger's prerequisites. ----
The laJt two wa.I' stories provide a transition to my next group'i~--
. ......, :the marriage stories. "Personal Notes1167 and "Once a Week1168 both involve 
a man leaving his wife to go1 to war and,. in both cases, the wife is too 
preoc~upied --to gather the. full import of her husband's leaving •. 
"Personal Notes" is an overly .. sentimept,aJ_ sto~y (!~_1>.ict.~ng the effect 
. , , 
. 
that war has on the family. The story loses its effectiveness because of' 
. . 
~- apparent internal contra<µction. _Mr. Lawlor is supposed to be demon-·:· 
> 
strating military patriqtism and heriosm because he is enlisting at middle-
--------
.. ~ ·. -
. --------·-··---·--· ·-------·- -· -- -----
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-- - --------- -
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- ··,;.. 
age.· ·This idea is somewhat dulled by the opening para.graph. Here his wife 
• 
v 
seems totally oblivious to his existence and is, in fact, somewhat of a 
i. 
domineering shrew. One wonders whether his heroism might have been better 
called on if he had stayed at home. 
- The wife phones the recrui ti g officer to prevent her. husband' s---en- -
. 
-
-listment, -but her fail e is symbolic of the lack-of communication that 
• 
a.J ready exists between her and J::ier husband. 
· The same problem exists in "Once a Week.'.' Here the wife is more 
concerned about being fai~ to radio: advertisers and having her husband 
sent to the right places overseas (so th~t he might send back the right 
.... 
ga~s), than she is about his actually going overseas. The· husband's sug-
gestion that. his wife should not b·e made to watch the time· till he returns 
r • 
. , is ludicrous. Sne does not care in the least. He practically has to beg 
her to do him a favor--take his aunt to the movies once a week. 
.. I . 
_~ .•. _ .. :,. 
'- -A---
---------- -----_---~e- aun-t---i-s----skillful~y--j-wctaposed -agai~~- the--wifu-;· -· ·The-·-·-a;r.mt-,---ie-tt--------·---:--
by a soldier friend who never returned, has become a modern Miss Havisham. 
. l -· 
Because she lives 1n this stratified dream wor;J,.d, her only enjoyment i,s 
the movies. And if the aunt _is living in a .dream world, then so is the 
I· 
• - •.. . . • . • . - I" .• 
. '· husband. He cannot see that his wife no longer cares for h~. Warren. 
French sees the husband as a quixotic figure trying to preserve his aunt fs 
'·-
delusion,. while he is hopelessly out of touch with rea.lity.69 This does 
,. )i, 70· · . 
not, however,. make the story "pointles·sly depressing. 11 · · It may well be 
depressing, but it is not-pointless. Just as he did in 9ther war stories, 
-Salinger is trying to .show the effect that war has ___ c:>n the ~p.dividual and 
( .• 
the faini ly, especially with regard to love. If there is the deliberate 
maint~~ce of a delus!on~ ii> is because the reality .. of not being ~oved 
, \ \ . is so devastating. The tragedy of the. story ltes in .the inability--of the_. 
I- .. -J 
.. 
- ,. 
I ' . 
·' 
.. 
.. 
l 
h- ___ .s 
-
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.... 
.. 
husband and wife to e~tablish a meaningful rapport, but the beau:rYor the 
,;-~- J 
story lies in the loving r,apport between aunt and ·nephew. Even in their 
delusions, the aunt and nephew establish a rapport that·· 1eads the nephew 
to bestow an act· of love on her--seeing to it that she gets to the movies 
once a week. ··----~----
Salinger's war stories are, then, hardly war stories in the truest 
- - - - -- -· - - -
sense of the word. They have a war locale and their plot line often in~. 
r 
corporates (in most cases ·to the detriment of the eentral theme) situations 
., 
peculiar to the times of war. But the best of these stories are primarily 
.. con~erned witn love, the lack of love, the need for love, and the manifes-
tation of love . 
The next group to be studiecl is the marriage stories. Like the last. 
two war stories, the marriage stories a.re concerned with couples who fail 
: I\ 
to establish ·a meaningful rapport in their marriage. -In the same vein as 
1 
'~Onq_~ __ a_ Week,"_ "_~laine" ___ is the ___ st6ry __ o:( __ R,eo_pJ__~ .-w:bo_l2I'_e_serve __ themsel:res_ in 
. 
. 
. ... the illusory world of the movies. Teddy Schmidt is the worldly rake who . 
... ... t·ries to penetrate the· illusory world- of Elaine :.and Elaine~ mother and -
· grandmother. There is· no mistaking SaJ.inger' s ~h.aracter portray~; Teddy 
- . 
. , ·" ., ___ . takes advantage of the. inentaJ 1 y .. incolI}.petent Elaine. El.aine is .. saved from 
,. 
) 
the realistic world at the last minute; ~~r mother snatches Elaine from. 
her husband just before they a.re to go on their honeymoon. The only com-
pensation that she offers her daughter is that they _can ~Jl go to a good 
• movie. 
One·must agree. with French when he sees this story as another 
SaJ.inger· condemnation of sexuaJ. contact wherein his characters_ prefer a 
"life spent in the darkness of the theatre rather-than the love nest."71 
' ~ 
' 
.;.. 
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-- • • • 0 
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- -- ----
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. \ 
SaJ.inger's condemnation CODles, quite obviously, from th·e fact--that the oasis 
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. . . ) 
for their {Elaine and.Teddy's) relationship would not have·been a sound 
. 
one. Judging by Salinger's other marriage portraits, -Elain~ is fortunate 
indeed that her marriage was not fulfilled,. for a] 1· of these portraits . 
. 
. suf'fer from the lack of a p~operly established--rapport. For Sa.linger-,the · 
'lQ . / . . 
-
-
· -~--- ac,:; -or· experience of love is· not a phenomenon that lends ~its elf to p-er--------:-·· __  
< 
manence.' , It comes and goes in ·moments, and those who would seek to make 
it permanent will only suffer th,tr~e~ of disillusionment. Further-
'JmeJre, the love relationship cannot~ stablished ~n the material grounds--
. '.......,) 
----wealth, soci}il standing, common interests, phys_icaJ. appearance, and 0 so on~ . 
Impractical as it may be, a truly successful marriage, for Salinger, would 
fl( 
. ,/ . 
have to be based on same ultimate _;8Piri tual rapport or series of reoccurring \ 1 , 
' ' , l -rapports. 
In "The Long Debut,"72 Lois Taggett is a self-centered socialite 
· whose marriage is supposed to make all things right with the 'world. When 
_____ _her psyl!ho.t~c husb_and ___ (__sha_de.s__of Seymo_ur_) __ ~_J)_urns .and __ then hits her, 
.. 
... _ ... - - - ~-. - -- -- -
" 
\ 
she is incapable of coping :with the situation. She, remarries, an.d once 
-
, 
- ' ~ . - .... 
again without the foundation of love. The connecting link of this second 
marriage, their child, does~ ,i; even know his fathE!r "from Aaam.. 1173 The 
-· . ~-. ma:ri t-aJ. -link . i-s b:rolteri-. -Krio1•f.Ln-g· tli'at -sne·. still bas. riot matured enough to --
q 
.. 
understand marriage, L,ois sinks back into the proverbial -SaJ.inger escape 
mecha.nism--the movies . 
. The tragedy of' her child' s death awakens her to the· world of real.i ty, 
and she manifests her acceptance of this reality in an-act~of love--she 
lets· her husband wear ~s whtte socks·. The motivating force which awakens 
Lois is, as French says, . somewhat cqntrived and rather unconvfu.cing .·74 
The point. is, however, that here is a= character who, emerges into the adult 
.·-·-.-! 
.... 
' 
· world with an act of love. Lois has made her debut, has discovered the 
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" 
imp~rtance of lo~e' "ana. is now ready. for. a mature mari taJ. rela~ions~_p. 
In "Both Parties· Concerned,." SaJ.ipger again portrays the unconnected 
couple. Billy and Ruthie, who married young, have been going out every 
night and leaving their child ~th_ a sitter. Again, the child is a symbol_ 
.,,----.... 
r------------- - - -
.J 
I- ' 
J 
....... -
.. 
·-·. 
---.---------or·- tlie.i"i:-. Iaclf ·or -- true connection. Ruthie decJd€s....t~at they have been __ ir__-__ --~---
' ' 
. 
responsible too long, but Billy sees no harm in :what they _are doing. This 
-
time it is the man .who lacks maturity, and ·it -is he who gains it when he 
~ ~ 
realizes that his wife has left him. Once again, a character establishes 
his maturity with an act of love. · Billy tells his wife that she can now 
. 
wake him -whenever the thunder frigptens her. 
In these two stories, there is, then, marriage without a true rapport, 
. 1 . . -
a critical awakening by one""" of the couple, and a re-establishment of the 
matrimonial bond with a true act of love. \ 
The next two maxriage stories a.re more tragic than the two preceding· 
. . ' 
- .. -~~,H---ln~es..---In "Uncle~Wigg:i.ly in Connecticut, I' 7~~_Eloi~e~J'!uffers one of the more_. _ 
tragic experiences in the Salinger repetoire. She is cursed by the fact ---
that she di9", at· One. time,· experience a truiy significant rappo~ with her ·. · 
• • 
-
l ' 
former boyfrien_9-, Walt .. · Whether·r· or not ·the-,relati·ans~ip_ .. oould have lasted. 
\· _.is neve:r: kna,rn~ because fate· robs them· of fulfillment. Walt. is killed"" 'in ~ 
• \ ~ .l 
a freak war accident. Eloise ·:further compounds· her tragedy when she 
marries a man who cannot be "honest" with ·her, -thus destroying any possi-
bility that they mght be able to establish some sort of meaningful rapport. 
She is a sensitive Salinger character cast into the insensitivity of 
America's upper~middle~class suburbia. 
Like the other children in Salinger's ·marriages, Ramona is symbo+~c _ ,u 
. 
. - . 
of the unconnected relationship with Eloise's present husband. She is 
' ' 
myopic- and her f-antasies para] 1 el the make-believe warld in wm·ch Eloise 
"I 
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.. . 
. ·- \ ,. ( places Walt's image. Eloise has developed a myopic perspective toward 
l 
. -her' -marriage· because of her fanciful attachment to §the dead· Walt. · This 
· symbolic· paraJJ elism is further enforced by the fact -that Eloise's love, 
Walt and Ramona's imaginacy love, Jimmy Jimmereeno are both military 
figures who are killed tragicaJ ly. Gwynn and Blotne:r see Ramona's and 
,L.. ...... 
. Eloise's fantasies as the· "·secret image of' love, unhampered by awful 
r'76 
r~ali ty. " ' 
'I 
,, 
Thl.s parallelism between mother and daughter is important. Thi-s 
story is another marital "recognition"77 story. The mother reaJ.izes that . ' . 
. . 
• I her only means to readjustment lies in her dismissal of the i·deal rela-
·~ --·-~ 
J 
I 
l 
I 
I 
'1 
I 
---·--· -------~- i ! 
,· 
,• 
' ' 
tionship she had . with Walt. It can no longer stand as a touchstorte against 
..... 
"' ... her present marriage. This "recognition" comes about by means of her 
. finally seeing the plight of her daughter."" She makes one final gesture 
of loye tor Walt when she holds the glasses (Uncle Wiggily--Walt-~wore 
t 
. 
---·--------- __ gl~~ s_~ ~-} t_o __ h~~-: _ch~ek ___ and cries, ~t--.she- -~.en--puti---them ,-·-" lenses--~own, u ------ ----------------· · ----------
' on the night ~able. Gwynn and Blotner cla.iro that this is not a "saJ.va-
. 
. 
. . tion-by-child" story, and ·they may be· correct in the sense that Ramona ,. 
does nothing pos.:Lti vely to save he~ mot~er. But Ramona's ~res~nce iij _ an 
L t 
· I 
• 
undeniable stimulus-for Eloise's ""recognition." 
, Having been frustrated in love and cast into an-. insensitive society, 
Eloise became a bitch. She refused to let the maid's husb~d spend the 1' 
:"\ night, . refused to pick up her husband, and~fused Ramona the right to \11 
contin11e in her imaginary games. However, when she places Ramona's glasses 
back on the table, - she is symbo.licaj..ly accepting all the imperfections that 
. . i,' her idealist_ic-myopic vision had formerly refused to recognize. When she, 
in tea.rs, appears before her friend and asks: "I was a nice· girl • • • - - - . - . . . -
,._ 
wasn't I?", she i-s piac-ing· her whole ideaJ.istic __ visi9n op.en to the. judgmen~ 
.i,. ... ir 
~ 
-
' 
.... of the· real world; she is · e~J Jed back ·t.o reality. The final "rec-ognition" }. -~ . -
. .. ·'\· # . 
·"' 
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• 
is again expressed in her final act ·of Iove\··kissing her daughter's 
glasses. 
~- - . In each of the J.ast three stor:i."es there has . been, then, a .. "recog-
r 
. . -
.· .. 
. 
nition"78 on the part of one of the marriage partners, and it is hinted ... -~--.------~ 
f--
•. 
, 
-
·-
that this "rec_pgnition" has returned the person to the~ world of reality 
where ··he or she may better adjust to married -life. Th_e· problem is that 
the reader knows that. the affected person is now potentially capable of 
recovering his worldly_ stability, but he is never rea.J J y sure that the 
, pers_on will maintain_ a permanent ·hold on the love rapport that he expel"--
. ...,... . 
; ienced. This le.ads me to conclude that. Salinger is more·· concern_ed with 
the act of love itself and its immediate repercussions, than he. is with 
,. 
the possibility_ of any long range rapport. The act of love can restore 
-
someone to the reality of a given situation and help ~im to adjust per-
f 
~l 
• 
manently, but it does n':)t assure anyone that love relationship will· be 
permanent. The adjustment may be permanent, but the love rapport may 
I' 
----·---- - -------------·-·--------·-----·-------------------·---------------·---------·-------------------------- -----·----·-·- - - . -··-- --------- ·----·- ... --·--·-------------- - -
'-
. 
4' . 
only be instantaneous • 
A second incident in this story which reinforces the idea that love 
relationships should not be regarded as permanent is Walt's freakish and 
.. .... -
. untimely death. This incident and many others like it lead French to (1 
conclude that Salinger enjoys- depicting man as the victim o'f the chaot,ic' 
forces of blind chance .. 79 These deaths a.re depressing not only because 
,. 
the reader is frustrated in his desire for some form of fruitful hum~ 
relationship but becaupe the deaths occur ·in such ari ignominious _manner. 
Although they a.re not aJ.ways pa.r.t of the main· plot ·in a story (cf. "The 
Varioni Brothers,"· 0 A Girl I Knew," ''The Stranger," "The Long Debut of 
. ,. . 
Lois Taggett," "Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut," '-'The Inverted Forest,." the 
- --- -- ·- - "" 
Ring Lardner s~ory in The Catch_er, and others) they appear to be clear 
., 
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• 
. . ~· 
evidence ,J.f:Jr French' s point .. . ... ~ ... 
If one follows French's-point of view, then,.~ one must conclude that 
. ' 
Salinger is a pessimistic existentialist who sees man as a toy of the 
-gods. This is not so;_ One must view these somewhat contrived incidents·· --
-
_-in·the light of Salinger's doctrine of-love._ For Salinger, love _exists 
in time only -for ·the instant it is. experienced and, possibly' for the·· mo-
ments· it is ·recalled-_ by the person who participated in it. ~The reader, 
like.the characters in Eliot's Rose Garden, is being told that love comes 
only in scattered, precious moments, and these moments will wilt and die 
.as does the rose. Only the memory of having loved will b'e left. It is 
the judicious lover who, :when he recognizes love, jmmerses himself in it. 
iinmedi~tely. He who hesitates loses the moment. 
ff 
In the last · of the marriage stories, ''Pretty Mouth and Green My 
• I 
Eyes," there is no "recognition" or act of love involved; there is only 
... 
. , 
\ 
• e 
-the lack of love and -the-·--a.b--s-en·ce--of-eommunie~on-.------In-mueh--the---s-ame-- ----·-----------------
. • . . . . . . - .. --- ... .. ..·s;· 
manner as Eloise, Arthur is the victim of pre-marital idealism. His pro-
. , 
... 
jected love for Joan arose froni her reaJJy "nice" traits, but these traits 
must have been. the creations ·of his· own blind love. He realiz·es on the 
tragic rtight'of',his.~ldry that his line of' pcfetrY' about her eyes, --
~~: 
~ . 
( "Pretty mou.t:h and green my eyes") was entirely wrong. · She didn '~ have -- · ··- · 
green eyes at aJ.l; tll:ey were more like sea shells . What Arthur thought 
~ 
was a woman with "nice" traits turned ou.t to be an insensitive .'"animaJ.." 
.· 
_3he reaJ. tragic· irony ·of-- the·-situation is that the man he calls on for 
I 
help and unde·rstanding in the matter is the ver~ man who i_s cuckolding. 
. him.· Unlike the other marriage stories; this one provides no hope 'of 
"" 
immediate or even pending salvation. As ·French- says, Arthur is truly 
•-·-. 
., 
.. ·- ' ~ 
• 
.,: 
---:--
-, 
,·,.;, 
I 
. ·- .. ~-overwhelmed 
1
by -_ the phony world. ~O . Salinger gives -us another example of 
- < 
'! 
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- - the piteousness-vof- a sensitive character matched to an insensitive one. 
' The result is .always the same: a. lack of connnunication and love._. 
.-
For Salinger, marriage may or may not be a successful ~;nstitution, 
·-dep~nding on ·tne attitude o_f the persons involved. If anyone believes --
-
- ___ t_hat J!la.rriage ~is an institution wherein one· can find.permanent lov~_{a'S -- ~ ---- .- . 
SaJ1.hger defines +ove), then-this J;)erson will.be disillusioned. If, how-~ 
· ever, the person knows that love only comes in scattered, ·precious moments, 
then he is all the wiser. In fact, the recognition and act of love a.re, 
for Salinger,· the only. me~s by which two people can ov:ercome avmarital · 
crisis of ·any sort. The Wood.ruffs and the other couples who come..-to any 
rea't "recognition" about their marriag·e do sq through an act of love. If-
.// 
. ~---
. 
at least one party of· the marriage can make the act of love, then there 
-
. 
· is hope that even the most _critical marital problems can be solved.- This 
whole theory of restoring people.to reality t~ough a.ii .act of love is 
• 
...-· 
. .. [. 
• • < 
-~ 
( 
-------------'----------- --------,-,-----.....,e~e~IM~tr.-,:ani-rnlH:y--~another ··ar-gumerrt--·-agarns~ those -who contend that Salinger is 
.. - r .. 
11> ' 
-·· i -
always trying to preserve his characters· in the innocence of thier child-
hood. The recollection of an act.of·love or the act itself provides a 
·· philosophi,ca;L basis from which the person can learn to. live and mature 
.... 
. - . 
. . . . ' . 
in the adult world. The_ "recognition" and act might come·.when one least 
exp-ects it or when ~ne most needs it. In either case, one should llllder-
... l 
stand and appr~ciate it immediately. 
-- ----, ---- --·--------- ---~ -
- . 
- . 
· Whether or not·the majority of Salinger's sensitive characters are . __ ..,..,. 
/>-
-off'iciaJJy listed as artists matters .little; their sens-itivity indicates 
-
ail artistic soul.- And it is because of this sensitivity that these char-
(; . 
acters are constantly at odds with their sociaJ. surroundings. The stories 
' I 
that follow involve direct conflicts between characters specifically de~ 
fined as artists and·their·social'milieu. 
--- . 
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Raymon9- Ford, ~urtured in the harshly re·tnistic world orhis mother, 
attempts to escape life in the world of the imagination, in the world of 
Mrs. Rizzio.' s books. We can thank Warren French for his enlightening in-
terpretation of the story's title--"The Inverted Forest." French sees 
.... 
..-•- -
______ -·--;-·--------- ------- -- ""-->~·---
- .J._ 
. th~ -forest as a symbolic represen-f?ation of -R~ond' s ~agination-, the -
_-__  
-- _,, ___ , __ --·---------··--~~---··--·---------
-- ---
----·-- - --------· -
imaginat.ion that draws himself inward and helps him to ·escape· the outside. -
world. Corine approaches. Raymond in much the s&~e manner that Eloise might 
have approached Walt, had he··1ived. In their childhood, the two (Raymond 
i . 
and Corine) had established a rapport, and Corine, remembering this rapport, 
.. 
attempts· to re-establish it by marrying Raym~nd. Once again, too many 
l 
expectations prove_ to be her downfall. The two cannot muster an act of 
love to'overcome a·major crisi~--the intervention of Bunny Cro~.~ The 
shock of Corine's insensitive world never reaches Raymond 'Ulltil Bunny . 
-
• 
(a symbolic recollection of his world of the imagination) brings him. her 
r 
t 
"invented" ·poems. But apparent contradictions arise within the ~j~oi:x ___ 'Wh ___e __ n _______________ _ ___._--·-------~--- ---- --------·- - -- - -- ------- ------- ·-- -----·-----·-------- ··----------- -- -------- --·--------- -- ~--- -· 
. 
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one reaJ.izes how much Ra;ymond is oppos~d to aesthetic phoniness.81 The 
-. fact that he explains ··his leaving by saying that he is once more '~ th the 
Brain" is equa.J ly upsetting. ~e "Brain" ( sUl)posedly symbolic of h_is 
. 
. 
~-.,~·- ·- .· . -mother_)-- le.ave~. this reader ~ t·h the feeling th~t this -is another dangling 
moti·f that should be stuffed in some dark, quiet corner. Whatever the 
reason, Raymond leaves and suffers a definite transformation. He has nQt 
regressed to Mrs. Rizzio's book world because·he is now doing eye exercises 
(his pad eyesight was caused li teraJ ly and symbolically by his vol1nninous 
· reading at Mrs. Rizzi'o' s); he appears to have progress~d ~.omewhat into the 
• I. 
real world. He drinks now. The forest se'ems to be no longer inverted.· 
Th ] 1 1 t th . t . . t ( " ' .. t . " h. . ht e para. e o e marriage s ories- e-::,as ~ - ---reeogn1 ion --: is nig mare :~ / ~ !:7"·-~:r":(··_ ------------ - -- _:-and-transformation l;>ack- to rea1i ty), , but t·he act of love· (BUlllly' s poems1) / .. 
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does not appear •. 
The only person with any real insight,. Robert Wan.er, is never fully 
develop~d. He is juxtaposed to Raymond, but the juxtaposition c6ines· to 
nothing. All in all, this story proves to be one of Salinger's most 
·---------~----~-- -puzzling. 
There are strong--paraJ.lels between _R_aymon.d_.Ford _arui the~ hero _-Of. --
~ · d· - · • 82' 
-·Salinger's next story, "Blue Period." Both men are artists jmmersed. 
in the ideal. Both suffer minor forms of -an Oedipus · comple~. Both ex-
perience periods of "recognition" and, consequently, change _their attitude 
toward paxticular persons and them~elves. Smith is on the staff of a 
....... painting correspondence school. He establishes, through the mail, a 
rapport with a nun, Sister Irma, but he makes the<-mistake of trying to 
meet her (make the relationship more permanent). Possession in any form, 
for Salinger, is·bound to result in tragedy. This is the "recognition" . 
John Russell, in "Sal~Ilg~r,_ __ from_ Daumj er __ to--8mit.h,-" __ - ----- - -- _._ __________ ·-------- -... - ------------ ------ ------------- ,. 
----
that Smith comes to. 
- - --
. , 
-- - - ------------
--
"''- .... ...; 
- .. ....:.• . 
: · 
·-- ··-··----~- --~--------- -
- --·-.--.. ------: ----Jr·---~---.-.:-:, 
\J 
reminds us that Salinger's characters cannot "possess" things of beauty •. 
. ~ 
-, 
,. 
He says,~ ':'~ings and people -are· to be ,.loved in their plac·es ,- wi. thout· ··any ,... 
impulse to appropriate and change them. 1183 Smith comes to this "recogni- · 
.t:Lon" by means of_ an. "epiphany:~ (.cf •. earlier, p. 2:J_f. }. One evening he---··. ·-~ -·· ···· · · 
' passes a store window and sees a ·woman dressing a n.ianequin. When she 
sees him, she becomes flustered and falls. Smith tries to help her, btit 
the glass frustrates his efforts. Just _then, the sun strikes the <window 
and Smith is temporarily blinded. When the sun,_passes, the woman is gone, 
J but a bunch of enamel flowers are left in her stead. Smith discovers not 
only that, as French seys, 84 people must be left to work out things for 
. 
"t • .• 
... 
themselves, but that people a.re truly the only vehicles for changing a 
a 
warld. of "enamel urinals and bedpans-, with a sightless wooden -dummy-deity 
. 
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. ..... 
standing in a marked-down rupture truss" into a bunch of enamel flowers. 
If' Smith learns ·anything, it is not so much ·what French Sa¥s, "All men 
live behind walls that others should not violate, 1185 but what Smith him-
I 
self says, "Tout le monde est une norm.e. '' Jo~phine Jacobsen sees Smith's 
_ recognition as a perfect ·example of her the~ of revelation, througn--
·-
matter, of _spirit. MJiss Jacobsen feels that at the point o~·reeegni-t-ion, 
Smith experiences an exchange of beatific signals with the woman inside 
the window.86 Smith lmows that he must set Sister Irma free, but he also 
knows that he must recognize that even the lowest of sales girls, dressing 
manequins, are capable of:-manifesting beauty, of emanating forms of love. 
Russell 13est expl_ains Salinger's attitude here when he says, "All people, 
Salinger would mairit'ain, axe nuns within the connnon denominator of acti v.;, 
· ity performed with.put self-observation--with such questions as service 
rendered or fee earned or pleasure received all submerged to simple body-
-· . '•"'1 
.balance as _it_ wer_e_,___ and _e_on_cen_t.ration on .ot.herneS-s~-?_7__ Smith---does----,lnc:Hoc:#-tt,___-------
set ~ister Irma free to pursue qer own course in art; he sets her free 
· from the- confines of his own love. He has est~lished a tremendous rapport 
,, 
·with her, but he discovers that. his . desire _to pre$erve. this rapport is 
" selfish. Sister. Irma, like. a.11 · tlle _people· in the. world, must be free to 
·--
· .. ~ 
... 
emanate love to anyone·, and free to do it in her own manner. 
Smith I s original disillusionn:ient with th_e world came fr.om the 
world's lack of aestheticiem {the world of bedpans .·and urinaJ.s). This 
attitude is-.. expl-ained by John Russell's first stage of the artist on the 
-path to salvation; in this stage, the artist has made a "moral condemna-
tion of the normal world. 1188 But his enlightenment demonstrates that love 
can. emanate even from those who are not aesirheticai ly inclined. Sister 
• .,- ,I! ~ • I Irma's preoccupation with religious figures and- the show window girl's 
- -
.. 
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·- . 
association with the dummy deities ·offends Smith's· aesthetic tastes-, but 
) 
. his -blin~rig revelation shows him that ·1ove need.s no aesthetic grounds; 
it can emanate from anyone. Smith, like Franny and other Salinger charac-
~ 
ters, sets up a stan-9-a.rd for love, only to discover that the standard must -
A 
. 
. -
·-ne destroyed._P~Q~~~~ __ of _th_E= __ potential url.iversali ty- of ·1ove •. 
- ..., . 
. . The next two stories are concernecl~;with the -inte-rvention of fate 
. '-
-into the lives of artists, and the effect that this intervention has on 
those close to th·ese artists. "Blue Melody" is a story that strongly 
parallels· "A Girl I Knew." Rud.ford and Peggy a.re both nni ted by their 
C,.• 
; love for a Negro piano player (instead of John and Leah's record), Black 
Charles. Unlike Ernie in the Catcher, Biack Charles is honestly interested 
in his two admjrers, and the children are fascinated by the man, not his 
. \ J • • 
music. In typical SaJ.inger fashion, strange idiosyncrasies serve as the 
\. 
symbol of a person's admiration. Peggy likes the way Black Charles stands 
. . 
.-\' 
--~-_ , _________ _at __ th~--Ilia.no_>- a.nd_fuidfar_d likes __ tlle ___w_ay__Eeggy sticks_ her g1nn in the hollow ~ _________ . ____ _ 
. 
. -1.-
of her neck. This is a.11 part of the Salinger cult, the worship of the . 
. 
inner person by means of actions that a.re peculiarly that person's. 
: .. _ ~h~ p~allel to "A Giri .I Knew" continues when fate makes a cruel -
__.,. 
intervention between the ·two ·young lovers. Because he is a Negro, Black 
., 
-4 . 
Charles~is refused admittance· to a Southern hospitaJ.-and dies because of 
a lack of treatment. YeB.!s later, Rudford trie~ to re-establish their· 
orig~nal relationship wen he brings Peggy a Black Charles record. Time 
and circumstance have, however, intervened, and their original relatton-
ship no longer exists·.... Once ~ain Salinger reminds us that love is only 
to be had when circumstances permit it. 
. . ., ' . 
~.R. 
-.,. 
.. , 
Once again, the idea of bigotry a.nd'?prejudice provides an ~eces~a.:cy-
distraction. In thi_s s.tory, as in "A Girl ·r Knew, 11 and later in. 
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43 
,~bowii at · the Dinghy>-'' the , themes' of prejudice and bigotry a.re se6ondary 
to the. love· theme, and provide ·only a weak and urmecessa.ry diversi.on .. 
The- fact that Black Charles died because of the Southern white man's 
---~--· - -negligence--do·es--:rrot make · "Blue~Melody" a social tract. 
· ..... , 
... 
C 
'· 
I • 
, 
--
. ' 
,, 
-- - - - ~ ,\ , 
. In the ~'Va.rioni Brother.s'" ·rate once again appears as the cruel_/ 
interventioniS-t. Wa.rxen French goes so far as to call it a "thinly dis- · 
· guised moraJ.i ty pley. 1189 This falls short of the mark. There is, really, 
' no moral at al.l. There is bnly t~e recognition on the part of one brother 
'1that he failed to see the ·true vaJ.ue of his brother's genius. Sonny had 
forced Joe to write music for him and had failed to realize that Joe was 
actuaJJy a great prose writer. Sonny attempts to r~~eem himself through 
...., 
an act of love; he makes an effort to reconstruct and rewrite Joe's dis-
organized, unfinished novel. After he has determirted· to · do this, he· tells 
Sa.rah Daley Smith and Professor Voorhees_ t~at· he really hears the music 
for the first time in his life·.: cfoe Varioni --m:tg!r~-we11-be, as French -
J 
says, "a lovable ecc_entric . ~ . destroyed prematurely_,by an insensitive 
wo~ld, n90 but, ·what· is mor_e important, "sonny Va.rj.oni has become a sensitive 
't 
. -· person ·in what, for him, was an· insensitive -wotld. · Sonny conies to a 
"recognition," and he is now .capable of hearing the reaJ. music, th:e mus·,ic.· 
of love. 
For_ s·alinger, .the artist is, then, no different from his other sen-
sitive characters, and the only real purpose of their works of art lies 
in what meaningful function theya might serve the-- artist. or others in the 
m&,tter of love-~ The a.rtit;;;tic creation is vtluable in that it reveals some-
' " 
' thing of· th~ inner self of the artist, and it · is this inn~r self that is 
so valuable· to those who come in contact with the artist. Smith discov- . 
,. . - I 
• ers Sister Irma through her paintings, Rudford and Peggy share the love 
• 
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-·of Black Charles ( and their own love) through his music, and Sonny 
-
. 
I 
Varioni discovers the .true meaning · of life and love through his brother's, 
unpublished manuscript . 
. The study -of the ~ti_st and his sensi t\vi ty _ it( ·,an · excellent preface 
- . 
to ~-SaJ.i_nger' s next two groups of stories. .In ;the Holden and Glass stories, 
we meet Salinger's most sensitive characters. Although all of the cha.rac- . 
ter portraits are not the same, they share many characteristics. The 
~ 
--~ 
. 
~ men { ·or boys) a,J most al ways suffer from some form . of psychosis which they 
manifest in their eccentric behavior •. Despite their age, they are extreme-J 
. ly intelligent, very witty, highly original, and charmingly verbose_. They 
. 
are, more often than not, victims of their own preachings. One would, 
. 
act\lally, be hard pressed to fin·d much difference between these male por-
trai t.s and those of his w6men. The only real di'fference that the ·women 
possess i.s their ability, on rare occasions, to be unknowingly beautiful. 
. 
. 
, In any case ,-----all--of his characteP-s -i)e-s-sess -one- -di-stincti-ve quaj:ity:-···a· --- ---- -
propensity for the reco~ition, projection, and manifestation of love. 
There are, perhaps, many oth~r traits which all of the-se characters share, 
b~t ,for my study, the last ~i..s most important. 
. . 
·. · The first story that I have placed in the Holden group is being 
t~en fa.r"out of the chronological· order of its publication. "The Young 
Folks'.'. was SaJ.inger's first published story, but it involves a character 
that is ~-- distinct Holden prototype. Will Jameson is a somewhat disturbed, 
sensitive young man cast into the insensitive world ·of a cocktail party 
• full. of phony peopl~. Edna Phillips, an illustrious representative of. 
. this latter. world, tries to penetrate Will's world in the "grand" ·style 
.. 
· _ characteristic of -~1 Salinger phonies·. _ Because she·· can neither: conquer 
. . ' 
-nor penetrate Will's worl_d, she rationalizes her failure and becomes a- ._, .. ~ 
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- . 
tragic figllre when sh~ lies to her hostess about Will 's having made amor-
ous advances. . 1-"'-
French has a ·legitimate right to CO]!lPlain ·about the "writing class" 
brand of language-, -but he- must .rememb~r that it isn't often in the 
-",-
. 
" 
SaJ.inger. ca.non that . one meets a whole -roo~ fuJ 1- of phonie·s at once._,, - -
-
. Will is certainly only a minor prototype of Holden Caulfield,~l 
but this can be attributed to the fact that he is only a minor character 
-in the story--he is merely a touchston·e .for the relation of Edna's phon-
-iness and inability to communicate. Will is absolutely boorish (a 
.... " 
"'a...__-------.--
•• J - ... •• I 
,- characteristic se+dom found in Holden), and his juvenile pursuit of the_ 
. , 
blond girl i·s something that Seymour ·might have done at the ripe old age 
... 
of two and a half. The parallels fall down a little more when one realize~ 
. that in this group· of_ insensitive phonies, Will.is as much the country 
bumpkin as he is the sensitive outsider. Whatever the case, the story 
~, 
... 
l . 
a good prelimjnary portrait w:ith which one might latex compare the com-
--1 f. . . 
-
pleted Holden image. 
' 
"' 
I 
-=-- -·· -
__ )u. -thoush _th~y might well have been 'included in -t~~- war_ grou.J?., th,e 
• 
. ' ., 
next four stories provide the. basis for what might have been a SaJ.iriger 
.. 
_family portrait (not unli~e.the Glass family). -.. ' . The reader is briefly in-
.. 
traduced tQ Vincent C·aulfield, but he is quickly- removed by. the war. 
; 
"Babe" Gladweller and his sister, Mattie-, S1:]I'Vive three stories but· then 
' 
. 
sink int-e--nominal oblivion. The importance of these characters lies in- ·. 
• 
l 
, 
the fact, that. th~y are prototypes of later .Salinger_ creations. Mattie· . 
... 
, ._ has aJ.l the makings'\ of ·an early Phoebe Caulfield. Vincent Caulfield' s -. 
. 
. 
-
- - - - - ~ ---- ·_quick. wit ·and vivid imagination will later be· found in many of the Glass · 
.. 
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. . . children, especially Zooey. Vincent's mockery of external actions and ~. ~ . 
-· · his pro:pensi ty for internal conflict and suffering will go to Holden 
-
~-
. Caulfield. The "Babe's" internal_conflicts are very close to Holden·' s 
l 
. . 
---------- --- in that he, too, suspects a certain amoupt of psychologic·ai disturbance 
(1 
I 
" 
' -
·as _the source of hi~~; fficulties. He is a.;t.so ·a counterpart of Holden in 
,,.~ 
-that he loves his sister inordinately and is concerned about her having 
.... 
to grow up. 
~ 
.... 
· Once again, French sees these characters as having a propensity for .. _· 
avoiding reality. He sees "Babe-" as living in a "private kindergarten," 
. where he can watch over little children. and see to it that· they don't gro~ 
up ... In the first story, "The Last Day, "92 French I s cri t-icaJ. theory is 
' immediately challenged. "Babe" has Mattie on a sled and he brings, her to 
the highest and _most ·aang·erous hill in the neighborhood; he challenges 
" . her t<? go down the ,hill with himself. iµ.tl;Lough s·he is naturaJJy"reluctant, 
- ·-- ,_ ···-·· '-••• ·- ___ ... _. ... -...-~._.--y------·-··~---··· .., 
. . her acc·eptance is symbolic~ tantamount to accepting the responsibility 
of facing adulthood. "Babe" refuses to take her because her verbaJ. accept-
. ' 
ance is enough. He knows that she mu~t grow up·; he only hopes that she 
• 
will grow.up.to be a "nice" kid.-. ~,. •4- ... ___ P_e-' ·- ___ ........_ ·--··--· ~-
In this first story, one finds Sa.linger' s preoccupation with things 
. --
.;,=--~------C-. --c-and actions. When "Babe" picks his sister up from school,. he commjts an 
·act of projected love. Mattie's actions (jumping from the curb,-walking, 
/ 
and belching) aJ.l become things of beauty for "Babe." The two have e-s-
tablis.hed a loving rapport and they become "a beauti_f'ul_ thing to see." 
):"?-
• 
"B·abe's" mother is· an early Bessie Glass. Eyen if she cannot cope ._ 
with her erratic children, she is beautiful in her naive motherhood. When 
. r 
-
-- - -she somehow discovers that ''Babe" is going overseas, she qf'fer~ h~ some· · · ( 
. 
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· "A Boy in France" deaJ.s with a .different form of .the love· act. .... 
"Ba.be," si ~ting in ,a trench overseas, reads a letter from Mattie. ._,Typi-
cal. of. Salinger's letters, it tells a ·series of conventional-happenings 
. 
. in an unconventionai way. The chaos of the letter is juxtaposed with the-
enclose-a:·-orderly broadwey cri ticaJ. tract. The _loving world of the child~---
l 
- ··. 
~ . .. '' 
,-
_;. 
• i 
J 
J 
. ~! 
-- - - . - -i---- ~-·----------·-----~~-~--------~----..... ___,. ....... ,,. ,.,..,...,_ ·",~----·---· '~ --~-· .- ~·-"·-·· ~-.-~-··------ --~- ------~--- --- - .. ,. ~-- ~. - - - -·-··'··--------------~ 1 is contrasted with the pseudo world of the movies. As- is the case with 
. ~ 
aJ J enshrined Stlinger letters, it is not so much the content of the letter 
that counts, but the idea that the letter is a ,symbolic manifestation of 
love. This is why the letters are so treasured by Salinger's characters 
.. and why they are ~arried around by these characters for years.- They are 
scapulars in the religion of love. The letter· brings ''Babe" peace and 
contentment, and, like many contented Salinger . characters, -he falls into 
.... 
a deep sleep . 
/ 
In "This Sandwich, n93 the war- scene shifts. to "Babe's" friend 
' ' 
.. 
Vincent Caulfield. Because he is disturbed by the news that. his brother, 
I 
Holden, is miss-ing · in action, Vincent's imagination takes control of his 
mind so much so that he cannot cope with his immediate problem, -removing 
four men from ~ overloaded army. truck that is taking so;J-diers to town for 
.,.,. .·. 
a night's furlough. The ~story· rambies considerably and the de.nou~ment is 
obviously contrived. One of the·, boys removed from. the truck swears tµat 
his name was first on the list. The Lieutenant of the outfit saves the 
boy's night by phoning an extra girl so that the party in town wili b·e 
\ 
even.- The act is aJrnost too obvious and sentimental to be effective. The 
Lieutenant does exactly what Vincent- condemns his.brother for doing--
l~~tening "hectical.ly to t~e maladjusted little apparatus he wears for,.~ · 
heart."94 
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, / In the final story of this series, 11The Stranger, " Vincent has been 
killed, and "Babe" and Mattie are on their way to tell Vincent's girl. 
Warren French rightfully notes the ·incongruity between Vincent's complaint 
. 
about girls who lost their loves because of s~lent mortar shells and the 
, -actuai relationship- that existed -between Vincent and his girl. His com- · 
plaint is a.Jroost as ludicrous as th~ husband IS- in "Once a Week. tr -The 
--
I 
two (Vincent and his girl) had broken their relationship ·before Vincent 
left for overseas . The work . is, then, a fail~e, as a story of unrequi t.ed 
. -
love and as a st6ry of ·the horrors of war.95 
. 
(, 
There is, however, an act of love involved- in tke story. Vincent 
, ~ 
had sent his girlfriend a ~.poem before he was killed~ In the poem he cal J s 
j: 
---., 
her Miss Biebers' a name that has the significance of' let us S9¥' Walt Is -. 
_r• 
patting Eloise on the stomach in an earlier story. It was a sign of af- , 
fection, a manifestation of love. The act takes on a greater impo~t ~en 
on~ reaJ.izes that, because of his oroth-er' s death, Yincent had formerly 
been unable to love. French sees this_ withdrawal as a form of hiding from 
reality. 96 This might well be so, and the poem -(as a manifestation of 
Vincent's abiJ_ity to overcome his·._(eel
1
ings) takes on, then, ·an ev~n gr.eater_ 
. -- ~.__, 
'import, . The poem is ~a symbolic manifestation of the fact that -Vincent was 
-~ .. 
' once again capable of loving . 
,/ 
When most people approach the Catcher, they approach it with the .. 
reverence due a man's greatest work. This may well be SaJ.inger' s greatest 
~~....--· 
work by virtue of its size alone. Although a rarity in the Sa.linger collec-
tion, it is most .assuredly worth more th~ the· sum of its parts-'. The inter-
connecting themes, the ·unifying symbols, and the consistent motifs all 
constitute a whole work of a.rt. One c~ot, however, hel.p tninking that 
Sal.inger ~as aJ.ways been a-master of the short story, not ,-the extended 
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, 
. -
·novel. He is surely the "dash" man, not· the rirl."ler. It is witn this in 
"' . 
---:· 
:.__mind that I feel safe in ass11TDj ng that a study of the Catcher might just · 
. 
' 
as well be done· section-ally. The Catcher can be seen as a series of vig-
. 
-
nettes, whose purpese-i-s--to· manifest an idea or ideas. Brian-·Way notes 
__ _:_-_  ----. ---- the -"episodic brilliance" Of thEi--C;t~h;;97 an<J. many other critics pla~Ce 
-Holden in the wandering tradition of Huck Finn, Tom Jones, Jos-eph Andrews, 
,. 
- and the like. 98- If this latter point b~ true, then~ for what is Holden 
searching? The ge~eraJ. consensus holds th~ is an adolescent,sea.rching 
I 
'I ~ 
• for. a pla_ce in society' and, at times' when he feels that he cannot find 
this place_, .he searches for an escape from. this society. Kazin says, "The: 
worst that Salinger's characters <;!an say about .our society is that they 
... '\ 
. can't live-in it."99 _ Strauch enforces this idea when he says, "In moral 
·-··-, .. ~~ . 
as well as psyqbological terms Salinger is suggesting that a brutalized 
society requires regeneratic;,n and must arouse itself from its mechanistic 
sloth; 100 Iroiae:n doe Sn T t- mind pleyi~g the "old game" but he is constantly 
·• 
losing at it. Why is. this so? It is beca-qse he is, as Gwynn and ~lotner 
. - j 
1--~------------=-c~aI.,-.l..-_1 hc:1m!-::' =--,------=a=--t1"r=s--=a.1T·-::i;i=-:.:-t,ly· Christian person, 11101 aild, as such, he is a searcher 
102 
_ .tor love_ i!J. a world df insufficient love. Fr~ch sees him as a boy 
·-· 
.- , 
,. 
-A. ; 
poss~ssed of an. "undiscriminating, universal love. u103 Holden's chief., 
problem in his · quest for acceptance is, then, his need f.~r contact and 
love in a society where love and communication have become a rarity. 
-I: don't need to reiterate the myriad nbmber of unanswered pho.ne caJ J s, 
undeli:ve~ed-.. messages, unproduct'ive conversations, .and so on that are found 
'--
in the Cateher and prove that Holden has a definite communication probl~. 
Nor do I need t'O list· a.11 of ·the insincere {"phony") or uncOllim.unicative 
(;'morons") 1 characters who -constantly serve to re-emphasize the lack of 
communication and love ·in our modern society. Eatner; let us look at the 
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~ain episodes__, their . characters and what' if' any, .are their, messages to 
... -.._ 
. · the reader .104 
• 6 
The book itself' might well be divided into three main divisions: 
Ho}.den 's time at school, his -time in-New-York, and his time with Phoebe.10·5 
-------·--
These--8Xe--the three_ milestones in his search _for love. In the first sec-
·-tion, Holden's search f'or love is_ compl,etely frustrated. Although he 
doesn't "mean it mean," h~ cannot stomach the shallow advice of Old Spence, 
the history teacher. Holden does not ~ence' s ad.vice as an act of love, 
·-- - ---- ·-· . ' -
. . . 
. '-
but as a rationali·zation 6n Spenee' s part, wherein the latter is trying 
_to excuse his submission to ~~e "game" of life by having another do the 
._, 
same. Holden will not accept yet. 
I Back in the dormitory, he meets two more characters void of any 
semblance of love or understanding.. Contrary .to French's ~~e_auty and the 
I''- ., 
beast" motif, Robert Ackley has an ugly exterj.or and an equal J y empty 
--- --~--·-- .. . - .. --------·------inter-ior·:-· ----Holden's roommate, Stracllater, has the beautifUl ert,erioir,··--b·ut-i_~ 
nothing more· than a sexy, "s·ecret slob." 
.. ~ .. __ __.... : 
In this section, we are also introduced to Jane G~ - e 1S 
the girl who always keeps her "kings in the back row" ;106 she is Holden's 
·---'-
· girl-purity ·symbol. Like almost al.J other Salinger characters, Holden 
Caulfield is opposed to pr·omiscui ty. \ The act of love for S~inger' s char-
. 
acters cannot and will not include physical contact. -This is one of the 
.- . 
reasons vihy his characters a:r:e so young; they c'1 be sexua.JJy innocent 
and, by Sali~er's manipulation, mentaJJy advanced. Any-attempt to draw 
\ - . (_ a parallel between these precocious children and· an adult will nat-qraJ ly -
~- ' -~-. . .. ' ... '. 
end in failure. The author' .s ch~acters are functional., not totally real-
---- - ·-, 
. 
istic. For Stlinger, there is no integration between the physical and -
- . . . . . 
spiritual acts or love; there· is· only the integration of spiritual act and 
.. • . lb- - .. 
~: 
. ; ~ .... - ' * • "' I - . 
· material object. Holden aiirofts--that · his sex life "stinks, nl07 and it is · 
• --- - - - • .. . • • - • . - . • \J • II-- . 
- -r -.... -- • '.. ·- • - - - y- -- • 
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- -· __ __, 
Holden, who, until the 'end of the story, wants _to keep all; children from 
•• C 
~ 
havi~g -to grow up . 
.... 
It is for these reas_ons that Holden's wor.ld takes air extreme turn 
for the worse when Stradlater ( ~o may or may not have been out with tlie 
innocent Jane -Ga.J Jagher) refuses to tell Holden what he had done on h-is 
(' . 
date. Holden fights Stradlater, loses, and leaves Pencey and aJJ its~-
communicative people. · 
Oh the train to New Yor~, Holden establishes a rapport with the 
.mother ofc one of'. his fellow students. It is here that he commits his 
.. 
first act of love--he lies \o her about -her son. \ 
, 
·When he reaches New York, he is again confronted with sexual promis-
cuity; his hotel is f'ull of perverts. Again,. Holden meets a series of 
.uncommunicative and unloving people. The three girls in tl!e hotel a.re not 
-interested-in taJ.king with-H~lden; they are interested only in empty 
' ...... 
'- ·-· --- ,_ ·-·. -•-.-- --~------· ----·-····--- .. ·--··----~- ---··- .... 
.. 
-images, the movie stars. -Horwitz was nqt the 1-east bit- interested in the 
Central Park ducks; and Ernie, d·esp~te his "humble" bows, could not care 
---~---;!'--~~---------,; 
I less. about Holden's message and desire for connnunication .. Old Sunny, the 
·prostitute, demonstrates the presence of steril~l lqve in·· our society and • ••• . -
- • - . • 
-· • • . 
-~ • • . d~ \) 
• 
reiterates Holden's inability to participate in the emptiness of physical· 
love alone. 
Holden again leaves another ediface where love ca.rinot be found and 
begins to.search the streets of New York. 
bar and estabiisnes~a-rapport with ·one. 
. 
. 
He· meets two nuns in a sandwich 
I 
He gives them ten,dollars for 
their· collection, _wish·es he could haye given them more, and fina.JJy wishes 
~-
he didn't have to ·give money at all. · Holden realizes that money· cannot 
suffice to replace or even symbolize what he_ felt for-the nuns. ·He. says, 
"Goddam money. It alwa;ys ends ~P ma.king yoti ·blue as· hell. 11108 
.,...-==--,-;...___ 
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. L~ter, Holden expe;riences a love "epiphany"- W?en· he" sees a young-
. boy will·ir.ig in· t·he street and singing "If a body catch a ·body comirig 
• 
·, 
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. .. 
thr~ugh the rye. nl09 Here is a case. of proj ecte·d love that made Holden 
r .-
-~" . 
4" 
. " 
feel better, less depressed. 
_ Holden's date with Sally Hayes is a study _in contrast. Eve~ythioo __ 
-
. 
--
he does with her- is · opposed -co his { and SaJ.inger' s) theories on love. 
Sally is a royal pain in the neck, but she is ·good looking (harcll:y- a good 
· ,reason> for any Salinger character to l_YM.t to be with her). Holden actua.J]y 
'• -, 
.. 
' 
. ,-......, 
attempts to ''make out" with her, and, the sin of sins, says that he loves 
her ( at that moment , he was convinced of it) . He even asks her to go away 
with him. Holden is here. grasping at straws. He hopes to establish him-
.self' in society with a conventional love affair, but he is a failure. As 
-
soon a:s he asks for a sense of_ understanding from SaJ l y, he is · disillusioned. 
She cannot recognize his problem and, consequently, cannot establish a 
------
-£.-~- -~ ------- - -- ·----- ----·---------·----.,._- -
meaningful rapport with him. 1 
. ' 
Becoming more depressed, ·Holden goes to Radio City Music ~all, where 
-'--=---. __ __,h ..... e~-attacks f a±S-e-s-ent iment , the .. -rw,w"a.a-is~t~e~d~S:H~f.Rr.1..Illel~,-.g~~g:p_J..e-~:10----CJ~--aci.____..........,---_-=--"___,=-----' 
" 
m.ovies or ~ho _ :rrl'eciat~--~~y-sp_ectac::les. It is here that he recalls a 
•--- ---,--,----~~----- -------..,- rormer--~~~e al projected_ love' the J.o.;.e that ne ,incr· hi.s brother had, for 
. - - - · ___ - -·-·---··
. 
the ke~tle drum player {cf. earlier, p. 23). Holden then meets a former 
4 
friend of his, Carl Luce. Luce, now living with an oriental woman,- -is, 
. 
' 
c_for Holden, a walking symbol of sexual promiscuity.· Holaerr-s-uspects that 
· Luce knows every :pervert in New York. Knowing that Luce is an intellectual 
at Colllilibia University, Holden tries to ask him for some advice, but Luce 
. 
. 
dismisses him because he wants a quiet, uncomplicated, no:qnal conve:r;-,.Sation. 
Hqld~n then prdceeds to a bax where he sees ·a singer,.yaJ.encia. Hold.en 
·tries to get-h~r attention; but she refuses to notice ·him; he then tries'-' 
'· 
--
•. ' -
:.::;:/! 
- -- ... -- . 
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. to send her a message but ~scovers, "People never give your message to 
a.ny:body." Once again-, his attempts at commnnication a.re stymied. 
Holden now goes to Central Park where he· reaches his lowest ebb of 
A 1 
·aepression. He breaks the~record he has purchased for Phoebe, throws 
- into the lake what· change he has in his pockets (a- renunciation of ··th-e 
world), -and dwells on the idea of death. 110 There is only one place to 
· go from here and that is up. Out of the depths of despair and darkness, 
• he cljm.bs to the sun, Phoebe. There is a series of overt acts of love. 
Holden gives Phoebe his hunting cap and the-broken record. 
her Christmas money. 
ti 
·, 
She gives him 
·.1 
. . But Holden is not redeemed as yet. . He must still l~arn that love 
... 
cannot exi~st in a social. vacuum. He goes ~to see his old. friend and teacher, 
Mr. Antolini. Antolini, like Spence, offers. advice.which Holden cannot 
... as yet accept. But what is worse, there is an implication that,, Antolini -
is possibly sexua.J J_y perverted; despite his" m~riage, he .may be demonstrat-
ing homosexual tendencies. 
-Again, · Holden runs into the ·open. He waJ.ks the streets of New York 
only to find that he has now become even more preoccupied with the fear , '._, 
_..,. ____ .... _ .. --~- , .... ~- ~"'-·""" ---• •--~-- ~-~,-·•• - -D- ·-··· ~-~ ~------ ,-· ~ .... __ , ... _____ .,;. ... 
pf de·ath -or a finaJ. s~olic submission to life' rord maturity. · He makes , 
·a few final efforts _at removing obscene words frqm walls where children.. 
might see them, and he visits the museum- (for the second time. His last 
~ · attempts at preserving the innocent state- of hims~lf and those around him 
have failed. His :Last attempts of avoiding his ... confrontations by rurining 
• J 
away are stymied by Phoebe. She 'will riot ,let h:µn go alone; she wiµ go 
with him. Holden r~alizes that he cannot drag .his ~ister into his escapist 
·, 
. tendencies. He puts her on the carrousel, admi~s that she, ·and, consequently~ 
he have ·tQ ~earn the responsibility of leanµlg out _and grabbing. the ring, 
.. 
.. - -·- -- ·- --- -· 
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and he -cries f'or the love that his sister has shown· him. - - , 
Because of his "undiscriminating, univers_aJ. love" he loves everyone 
that he met in the story, good and bad alike. For Holden it i-s~ not for~ 
·-- ., 
.• 
giveness, b~t love that is found in h:Ls word ''miss." 
Not all of the thumbnail sketches that Holden mentioned were studied . 
.. _ -
Those who suffered from the.lack of ·1ove {Richard Kinsella, Jam.es Castle), 
.-
those that were loved by Holden ~(Eustacia Vye, Monsieur Blanchard and 
others) and those that were without love {Dick Slagle, Louise Shaney, Al 
Pike and others) only further reinforced the-more prominent character 
portraits. .. 
Whoever -the character and whatever the situation, Holden's_ confron-
tation with such was always in the realm of his search for love. Let me 
-
. . 
re-emphasize that this search was not (cf. earlier, p. 23f.) directed 
toward 'obtaininJ love for himself, but toward finding love anywhere and 
~ ~ ~-----------·---
. -~ 
among any people . 
When the blurb on the hardback edition of Franny and Zooey promised 
.,. 
what Geismar calls a "Park Avenue Yoknapatav1pha County," the literary 
world had expectation_s of one day finding another Catcher in their midst. 
., 
' . 
These dreams have all but quietly faded in the distance, and the world is 
- -
left with, at best, a series of semi-connected vignett.es. These Glass 
"prose home movies" provide- even more problems than Salinger's previous 
works because they pretend to be about one family,· the-Glasses. If the/ 
i.s a family breakdown to -blame for Holden's actions in the Catcher, there 
' 
. 
is a fwnj ly l?uild-1:]-P to blame for _t-he actions of the Glasses_. Michael 
Walzer recognizes rightly that love, mixed with a "touch of friendly 
. 
-condescension, " b~nds the Glass ·children to their pa.rents. ll3 Geismar, 
__ ·however, feels that there is :q.o genuine parent-child'·relationship in the 
,, 
-------. --- -----
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----l"fl f . ·1 114· d . h furth wh i-'-t h 1 d th + th 
· u ass arni y. An Frenc . goes even er en e cone u es au e 
family circle is not necess-a.rily where one need be understood so much as 
."'--.., h h b f d f f f . · t . · ll 5 Th d f · · t · w: ere e can e ree rom any orm o cr1 1c1sm. e e ini ions 
- found in the works themselves do much to confuse the issue. In "Raise 
-High," Buddy reads a passage from the Jµ.:ndu V~danta :whic_h _says; "A c·~!~. _ 
is a ·guest in tf:te house, to b~ loved and r·espected - never pos,sessed, 
. ~ 
'\ 
-. . 6 
since he belongs to God. 011 'Family' is, then, hardly the word. The 
Glasses are. a group of charmingly interwoven independents, who, by the· 
very nature of their idiosyncrasies, appear to need each other for their 
existence and sa.ni ty. In addition to ~he problem of not being able .to 
--
work with a standard set of familial relationships, it is almost impossible 
to establish any se~lance of a chronological order f~?these stories. I 
have studied them as a group because they have, in some cases, comm.on 
. 
. . - . 
characters and common motifs. What 
. ----.__. __ 
chronology I have establishe·d is done 
' 
through a study of the olde~t Glass chilP,"seymour ,, and through a study , r 
· of the female Glass children, 41rnken as a whole. 
The act of love, or es on a more mys 
aura than Salinger's other -stories. The problem of love becomes more 
... 
acute for the Glass family; it is as though Salinger's .concern with the 
problem has evolyed and the Gla~ses ~e th_e _present ~cuJmjnation of that 
evolution. Because of this growing concern, Salinger's character portraits 
'· J 
will often drift toward caricature and his situati&& become, at times,_ 
unnatural and unrealistic. The Glass_es .seem to have an- -uncanny indiffer- 1 ~ 
• . 
r'/ ence to material comforts . Like many of Salinger's former children por-
,, . 
. - :,.. ., 
, traits, all of tne Glass children have the minds of .adults, but the inno-
------ --.,-- -'-"-~- --- ---- ~---
-cence· of youth. Brian Way sees these portraits as failures. He says that 
their portraits are drawn "with aJ J the sentimentalizing pre:.Freudian 
\ 
., 
. -· 
-· ......... ~--· r 
-
.,. 
'-
... 
. -
.. 
. !. 
... . 
- "' , 
- ..... 
. 
. 
· ·· --------~ ·, · unrestraint of a Victorian ·novelist. rrll 7 French sees Salinger's- charac- ·· 
,. 
""'-
.. .. 
.... 
t -· \ 
ters clingling to their innocen~e118 a.rid Michael ·w~zer asks what will ~ 
become of· a.J l their love anyway if they 'refuse to take risks?119 Geismar 
. .I 
,, 
-
says _tba:t Sal.-inger- creates children that should be~ but are· not, aware 
~ of the dark ;ide-of man-'s nature.120 Even Bessie Glass admits: "You can't 
------·--·---··· --· 
...... 
- live in the world with such strong likes and dislik~s .-"121 
' 
· Should the whole study of the Glass famjly be, then, dropped because 
the Glass children don't appear to be drawn from the proper reaJ.istic mold? 
For ~hat matter, can ~e study Holden or any of Salinger's child ch~acters 
for tliis. same reason? Because of the very nature of his message, Salinger's 
work will be subjected to these critical attacks. 1 GrunwaJ.d and Strauch122 
both recognize that Salinger's characters were not made to be ful l y 
-. 
realistic, ~d, if ·they were, romanticism would be out of' business -and 
· tragedy would be abolished. Grunwald makes an even stronger point when 
· -·- -· · --·"' · - · he ·re·cognize·s--that the··s·a.11nger -chaxacter often ·p~s· a ·very high price· 
for his withdrawai. 123 Strauch also·notes the courage of' Salinger's.char-
o comes himself 
, .... 
/ 
and his own 'trials and i;rag'edies .124 Holden, Franny, -and eveJ:! .Seymour 
·event ti.a.] ly learn to. accept life," and . accept they. do through themseLves. 
- . ~ 
-·-Jack -Skow aqmits that- S.eymour taught his disciples-- het- -ol;lly to love, but, 
---. ' 
"What is clea.riy evidenced in "Zooey," to play their p~ -in the world. 1~5 
. 
. 
If· it appears at times thet Salinger's characters cannot compromise them- ... 
__ ----- _ 
'! I ( 
selves with society, it is because that compromise is a great one ____ f.9r -a 
sensitive person. Too many _of us accept the compromj se too willingly, 
. ' 
and it is Salinger who points out the loss of love that is, entailed. Are 
..... . 
Salinger's characters so unrealistic that one ·carmet feel -a kins-hip -with 
them or, at least,·. with their problems?. I think not. These.characters 
I' 
.- awaken in us the dignity of' indivia~a.lism, the beauty of unselfish love,. 
.. . 
-. ·- - ,· ' 
-·---
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and the nobility of purest simplicity. Are these_-not ~orthy of one's - ___ ,.., 
· attention? Should all literature be a practical primer for everyda:y ma~ 
t"" ~---\-- •• 
terial existence? I think not. _If this :were so, then very l~ttle liter-
.l 
ature would survive its own age. 
__ I h~e brought-~o~th thes_a__argulllents at this point _for s·everal-· · --- --
reaso_n~: First,' too much of this criticism tends to hide the real value 
of aJl of Salinger's work; secondly, concerning this matter _of realism, 
the Glass. characters, whom I am about to study, are the most attacked in 
the Salinger repetoire, 126 and, finally, it should,,be quite apparent that 
any deficiencies with respect to realism-further--reinforce my contention 
• r· 
that Salinger is very much preoccupied with the· romantic study of love 
and the spiritual essence of the act of love. Mizener states it most 
clear;tu~en he says, "The fact that the Glass family is large and closely 
. - -
knit is also impor.tant to the feelings Salinger cares most about. The 
-- - -- ---
---- ·--·- --- ---~ --#- ---·- •- •· ~--·-·- ---·----- .. - -· , _________ . ·- . -
essential reaJ.·i ty for him subsists in personal relations, when people, 
however agonizingly, love one another."127 
To ~.t.~t at· the beginnir:ig would appear to. be a violation of the 
Salinger ethic, and; indeed, finding a beginning to the Gl~ss stories 
is difficult.·· It ;would· seem best to start wi~ the. oldest and most in-
- I , ! . • I' - ~ . - -
· -f'iuential Glass child, Seymour;. -Contrary to any criti~aJ. second-guessingl28 
I am inclined to equate .Sergeant X of "For Esme'" ·with Seymour.. Both are· 
married pack_ iri the States, both have bother·some mothe-~-in-law, both dis-
like marriage, both a.re s'ensi ti ve, and both are mental J y disturbed. .In 
. ... . '\, . . 
any case,. Sergeant X's rapport with the young Esme is, as-French attests,129 
. . 
truly a supreme example ~of successful communication between people. French 
draws a definite lesson from this fact when he. says: "One point of' the 
- . , 
atory is surely that one shoulq not be put off by disciplined_ exteriors 
- i. 
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that conb~aJ. compassionate hearts, for they bring what love there is to 
.. 
a world made squalid by those, like Corporal z, who conceal a spiritual 
-_., 
void beneath a smiling 'photogenic' surface. nl30 No story better states 
the Sa.linger et-hie than this one. __ Gwynn and Blotner recognize Father ----
Zossima' s inscription as the center o~ the story, 131 but, what is more 
important' ~he--inscription is the center of the whole salinger phieosophy 
{cf. earlier, p. 8). 
• 
I 
It is this very love,, the unselfish love of a young child, that re-
-deems Sergeant X from his psychological. stupor- and helps him finally to 
~-
. 
overcome his insomnia (a ~~f~nite sign of contentment). A broken chrono-
,, 
graph serves as the object of love, and the enclosed letter is a message 
of ·salvation and possible rebirth. French makes it quite clear wh~n he 
·says that Sergeant X is re~eemed by an "unexpected act of unadulterated 
affection. "132 
. . . 
-·-· -· ··------ ------·-----·-A- second·, --but ·-e-qua:t1y-,:tmportant, 
~ . . 
and Sergeant X. When ·Charles impolitely leaves the sergeant in the tea~ 
_----~~ 
rooin because the a er had mouthe~tne answer to his~ riddle, Esm~ -mmro-ak-tr-o-e~s------
1 
·y: 
---.-
.. , 
him return to kiss the sergeant goodbye. He does so in the ,conventional 
/' . 
way, but, a.s he- is leaving·, ·Sergeant X grabs him and asks him the riddle. 
The boy answe~s the riddle and breaks -into hysterics; ·the sergeant had 
- cbmm.itted a.ri unselfish ·act·, permitting Charles _a sense of self-redemption. 
-When next one finds Seymour, in "Raise High," it is the day of his 
.marriage to Muriel who has an insu.t.ferable urge to "play house.'.' The 
~ 
-
story does not center on Seymour, -but on the narrator·, his brother, 
-~ 
. . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
. - . . .• · .•. ·1 -
Buddy. Warren French and AJ.fred. Ch,ster both see ·the story as a joust 
. 
-
between the idealistic narrator, B~ddy and th·e coldly realistic matron 
of ho~or.~33 French also sees· it as "unabashed propaganda" on the part .. of 
-
. ~ 
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~ . . 
Buddy about his bi'other Seymour,• 134 These hardly seem adequate. . The 
first theory ends without incident_or. conviction, and the second is 
weakened by the fact that Seymour has nothing to · do with the story's . 
ending. - Th~ title does, however, give us some clue as t·o the meaningful 
-part's of this story (it must be, remembered that, at this .point in 
Saliµger's writing, he spends a great~deal. of time in character back-
/ 
.·,, ground as."Seymour" and "Hapworth"l35 duly testify). The title is pa.rt. 
of ·an inscription written by Seymour's sister, Boo Boo, on the bathroom ""' 
·1 
., 
:,· 
•. 
'~ 
..: 
--· 
.. 
. . 
mirror. 
~ 
!t is one of those "rare, drop~i t-and-run" gifts so symbolic of. 
_the act ·Of love for the Glass children. In addition, Buddy also thinks 
of a· similarly eccentric gift. He has been with a deaf-mute from the 
wedding party; they have communicated most honestly with one another 
through gesture, and Buddy, recognizing the beauty of this· communication 
in which,he has ju~t shared, resolves to send Seymour the deaf-mute's 
cigar, which the latter has left behind. He will enclo~e the cigar in 
an envelope with only a blank piece of paper as ·explanation. These two 
" 
=- .acts of ·1ove and the rapport established between Buddy and the deaf-mute 
constitute the essential meaning of this story. 1 ... : ... 
- ( 
. ~ The next and· final story that -invoives Seymour dire·cuy· i·s "A Perfec-£ ·· 
-~ ney-. 11136 :-It takes place- in Florida where Seymour and Muri,el are on vaca-
tion. It doesn't take much imagination to realize that Seymour is .on the 
verge of a nervous breakdown, and this trip was probably taken for health 
reasons. Muriel talks on the telephone·with her mGther; she tries to 
_al.lay the fears that her mother has about Seymour'_s recent psychotic ac-
~--· 
tions. Meanwhile, Seymour lounges on the beach, whe~e he meets Sybil 
Carpenter, who ha~· evidently visited him on previous occasions. He takes 
--------
her · out . on a rubber· raft and tells her the~ story· of mythi_cal water creatures, · 
• 
·' 
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· the bananafish. . -The banan1a;f'i~h's greed leads to its .. own destructi·on. 
'Cl 
·When Sybil is helped · over a· wave by Seymour, she claims that she has seen 
one of these creatures:. Seymour is so overcome by this childi.sh act of 
love that he kis-ses Sybil's foot. He then returns to his hotel room and 
· kills himslef. This story~is one of Salinger's strongest testimonies to 
.. the power of love . · · The pure, · simple, childish act of ·1ove is tqo much 
for the psychotic Se~our,1<a.iid he must kill hims~lf·. 
J I 
ti 
-
.. -Warren French's-.,contention that Seymour s~eks everyone's attention 
,.... seems a bit , ludicrous for the situation .13! Quite obviou~ly, any psychotic 
.• 
~: 
--- - - ~ -- .. ----:;.t· 
. ·' 
k 
• J. .~ 
- ____ ___! _ _.,;_..~- -
· will draw attention to him.~elf by the very nature of his actions, but to 
say that these actions a.re calculated -is to say. that he is not sick at aJ.l, 
but only "feigning madne·ss." If it was attention he wanted he would have 
/ done better to w~e_Muriel and threaten suicide or kill himself before 
her. Gwym\ and Blotner axe clos_er to the truth when they realize that 
I 
the child's love reveals theUpos.sibili ty of his situation to Seymour, 
. 
~ 
- and,. in a sense, this psychically underprivileged Seymour is saved b .this ' 
V • • 
-
love .13 Gwynn and Blotner· also see Seymour's kiss as a "Quixotic Ges-, . 
\ . 
ture" ·_(cf. earlier, p. 23) or gesture of love •139 · Jack Skow_ sees Seymour 
... 
-· 
as so overcome by Sybil's innocence. that he (like the bananafish) . s,wallows 
either too much sublimity or too· much despair. Seymour is in "t.he predica-
, ment of the good, sensitive man in a private world of love a.nd death. 11140 
Levine sees Seymour's problem as that of a man 'Wtl~- cannot communicate o.r 
' 
l_ive with his _wife and the world/~she encompasses, bu~- whose communication 
' ' 
w.iththe young Sybil leads him to destruction. 141 " D, L, Stevenson recog-
., 
nizes the child's intuitive s;ympathy, 14~ while Gwynn and Blbtner agree · · 
that this sympathy reveals to Seymour ~he impossibility of ·his situationL143 
,., j 
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The exact internal reason for Seymour's suicide cannot -be determined 
because we do · not investigate his psyche in the story, but that the child's 
·· -act of love is the external stimulus cannot be, denied. The act so breaks 
-ltls spirit that he can no.longer.live in a world without love •. 
Seymour' sdemise may be authentic enough physical J y, but he lives 
~ on ln the Glass· stories. He becomes, as any great leader in his· prime, 
-
' a sy:ml;)ol, almost a legend, from which the Glass children draw spiritual . . . . -z> 
guidance arid comfort.. .Th~re is an actual Seymour religion, equipped with 
its own creed, code and cult. His room becomes a sacred shrine. "There 
is even the natural. resentment for, a man grown too powerf;ul among ·his 
144 followers. . In "Seymour" Salinger,_ through Seymour's brother, Buddy, 
brings us into even closer contact with this Gla~s figurehead. Grunwald 
seys, "Salinger is letting us see and guess the persona.li ty of a weirdly, 
fantastically self-conscious and mannered writer on the· point ·of breaking 
down under the strain of living with Seym~ur's ghost. 11145 Joseph L. 
--
Blotner calls the whole piece an "anti-short story. 11146 Grunwald ex-
.. --.!. . -,{.,;, • 
, 
plains -this- better w~en he says t·hat Salinger· ( or Buddy) is destroying 
-" 
, 
. 
. 
" . . . 
"11: the standard author-audi·ence relationship ( the proscenium) and is bring-. . .. ' . 
.i· 
·, 
0 
-
ing that audienc~ into the action .147 And French gives the r~ason f~r "this · · 
breakdown:·· the story is the study of Seymour the seer and the very creative 
.. 
. -
- - -· .. ~ - J. 
- - . -- ---- - -
- -- - -
act· its elf ( whether or not one likes the act). .;In any case·, French draws 
paralle.ls between Seymour and Holden. They both share a· sense of uni ver- . _ J 
sal compassion. Both share a certain capacity for aehievement, but re-
fuse to use it in the face of society. Both· axe filled with love for 
'.~1.·~~. 
- " ~ 
-
__ their , neighbor. French rightly notes, ho~ver, that Ho~den is "appallingly 
i 
h~a.n," whereas Seymour is a kind of "emotional superman."148 . Seymour is · 
-more "created".tha.n not. 
~ 
- - -------
- ': 
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On~e' again, -one can see how -Salinger's ··a.ri:rting -
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· love, understanding, and cam.passion leads his characters more and more 
-into mental monologues. 
There a.re, however, several places where "SeymoJll''L-r~in:rorpes 
• 
Sa-, inger 's love theme. But one must be careful. not to equate .Salinger's 
-
· · theories with those . of_ his two protagonists, Buddy and Seymour. There- - -
-.:,. 
-,---~-,.,__--~-,~~=---·--------. .-.,.,., _____ . ____ -•--· _,,,, - -----·- -·-·------- - --- - --- . .. -- ·: --cc. 
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' ' 
.fore., the passages ta.ken-from these two stories { "Seymour" and "Hapv{orth") . 
will be used only insofar as they support Salinger's theme and demonstrate 
that· his artistic characters {Buddy and Seymour) are _also concerned with· 
the recognition and manifestation of love. ., One finds an artistic parallel 
to SaJ.inger's Christian humanism,. the religion of people loving people, 
when Seymour tells Buddy that'w.riting was never anytrµ.ng less than his 
(Buddy's) religion.149 Buddy, in turn, strengthens this.premise with his 
definition of the artist. He defines the artist as follows: "I say that 
... . 
" the artist-seer, the heavenly fool who can and does produ·ce beauty, is 
mainly dazzled to death by. his own scruples, the blinding shapes and. 
, 
colors of his own human conscience." Seymour tells Buddy that a.J J a 
person does in his lifetime is go from one Holy -Ground to ~the next •1 51 
. . 
Buddy,- like S~li:p.ger, is aware of the uniqueness of· things. His story 
contains the usual amount of letters left ·in odd places ap.d·notes scribbled . 
on odd stationery. While suffering from a case of . ambulato~y pleurisy, 
Buddy puts~a Bl.ate lyric i~ his pocket so that it might act as a poultice.152 ---·-
Al.though ther\is very little plot in "Seymour," it does contain acts of 
love. Probably the greatest act is Buddy's writing, "with .steadfast love," 
-
about the various members of the Glass famjly; the story is a.Jroo~t a de- · 
votionaJ. hymn to Seymour. Buddy even bestows ~ act· of love~ on the· reader 
. 
in that he aJ.lows the reader- a look at the personal lives of his family. 
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· Within the story itself, there are acts of love •. Because .he loved the 
j 
guests at Les and Bessie's retirement party, Seymour is able (without 
pri~r knowledge) t~ bring each guest ·his hat a;nd coat when t·he party ends.153 
Seymour had establish~~ a r~at]J.er· remarkable mystical ra-pport with this -
-. .__, 
large group of people. ~ Seymour' s.--Ha-iku poems -are good examples of~ the ---- --------. ---·-- -- - --
' ---~ 
· --- ---act of love caught at the moment it becomes an epiphany ( c~. earlier, pp_. 
---· 
---~--~·-
,1-
- - - \' 
.. 
. - ~ 
------------ - ------ _- -- -
-2lf.). In the first Haiku, one reads about the woman involved in an extra-
; 
. . 
marital lpve affair; she comes home a.!ld finds a balloon on her bed.154 
The baJ J oon ( "Probably green, ,like Central Park in spring") is a gift of 
love, and the Haiku freezes the actton at the moment it becomes meaningful 
-
or, better yet, when it as-sumes- the- -nature of an epiphany. In·the second 
Haiku, a. young suburban widower allows a cat to bite his left hand while 
he watches the moon. 155 The fetish that Buddy and Franny make over the 
fact that the "left~' hand was bitten indicates a cert a.in __ mystical rapport 
between .cat and man. In another Haiku poem .( wri tte~ the ink blotter 
j . -
in the hotel room where he committed. _suic:i.de), a girl sits next to the 
.. 
head toward him. · This· act of lO've 
assumes even more importance w:tien qne realizes that a sj.milar act by young 
~ 
- - - ------ _,. 
/ . . . 
Sybil Carpenter triggered Seymour's- suicide {cf. earlier, pp. 59f. ) The 
pe~t exampl~ ___ qf_ p~oj ec~_ed_. igfe_ --~~~~- _ ~}:len _ §~~q~ _ !_~_ st~g~:r_E?d by- fra.IlAy·' ~-- __ 
· 156 ~ 
comment: "Seymour, your teeth are so nice t and yellow!" Buddy demon-
strates his awareness of the univer~aJ.ity of love when he admits that 
L 
those terrible coeds in Room 307 _are as much his sisters as Franny and 
Boo Boo Glass. 
-----.·-.:._...c ----=-=------
"Hapworth," like "S~ymou.r," is a ment·al monologue. The difference 
~ I 
between the two works is that Buddy lets Seymour do his own taJ~ing ih 
"Hapworth. " 
.,.-,-
At_ the ripe old age of' seven, Seymour writes his parents a 
. ' 
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v 
· ---·_ -. --· ·------- · ___ most precocious letter from sunrmer calllp. Once again, SaJ.inger' s cha.rac-
.J 
- .... 
.... 
-_ter {Seymour does aJJ the talking ·this time) advocates ideas which p·arallel. 
those Salinger expressed in his· eaxlier stor·ies·. Seymour, the great ad- . 
. 
.· vocate- of uniiiersal love, ·admonishes the camp cooks (a-married couple) for. 
. _ .• -~---~:--· -+- not __ considering all of- the camp th · 157. Wh· 1 '.: · as ei-r- own-. --- ---·- i e· smmming------
.r 
. '· 
. •. 
..... P-
. - in the lake-one.-=~--experien.c an epiphany~-he discovers that he-
. 5S-loves Sir Arthur Conan Doyle .1 Seymour is acutely aware of the "other~· 
ness" which characterizes the Salinger act of love. He cites an example: 
"I ~ utterly convinced that if. A's hat b,low:s off while he is sauntering 
... 
. . 
down the street, it is the charming duty ·of B. to pick it up and hand it 
to-A without examining A's face. or combing it for gratitude!"l59 · Seymour 
- . 
objects to being ;forced into an act of love through gratitude. Unlike 
/Buddy and other Salinger characters, Seymour is very much aware of the 
sensuaJ.. He talks of seeing the physicaily beautiful Mrs. Happy "in the 
r .. aw. f' He sees her ~arital probl.em as -a failure to become "one flesh" with · 
Mr. Happy .160 . On the matter of homosexuaJ.ity and perversion, he sa;ys: "I 
gl6·ves .' ul6l Throughou the letter, ·seymour reiterates the need for the 
. , ... 
-----------'-"-~ .. ·=-w·------ -- ---·-···-·----··· -- ·-------- --------·-·····~·---- ----
' 
unity of body. ~d ~01µ. He._ s:Lgns ,his letter .as fo~lows: "Your loving 
. 
. 
-----=-=--===-=--.-=------=----=--..=-:-:c-: ... :-:-------is-u-f:±o----i:1.t:jttt--ttrethers '/ s.eymoux -and~-w~_Q._ __ Gl~s.s_; __ Jlriite_d/_ j'_Q:rey_§:r by_ spir~ t· ~:c=---==--r ______ - . 
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. 
and blood and/ unchartered depths- -and chambers. of/ the heart. '!162 This 
. 
,;.. 1 
combination of "spirit and blood" appears to be a unique concept in the 
-
Saling~r philosophy. Another new development is. Seymour's awareness of 
( I 
the Glass children's propensity for what John Russell described as the 
"moral condemnation of the normaJ." (cf. ~arlier, p. 41). Se~gur says: 
"I am hoping, howeyer·, that as we contir1ue to imp:rove "and refine our 
characters py leaps and bounds, stri ying . e_~ch day -to reduce general 
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. -- ·- --.1 . 
! • · 'snottiness, surface conceits, and too damn much emotion, coupled with 
. 
• 
· several other· qualities quite rotten to tne,,_ core, we will antagonize and 
f ' ' <' 
···-'· ..... -.,..,."'···" 
. . . .. -..:;, inspire less murder, on sight or repute alone, in the hearts of fellow 
human beings." He admits, however, that he cannot be overly optimistic, 
-
------
:_~ ____ b.ut he still has g!'eat hope fq_r the Glass children. The1r sensitivities 
--- - ~--- ----- ---·-·- .. 
--· I , 
make them alr~the more cognizant of t~e beatities .rf li-fe;· 8.lld, conseq)J.ent]:y',r~ .. ~~~=-----
make their lives aJ.l the more beautiful.· Seymour S0¥s:"'· "In the midst and 
heat of adversity, do your 4Young lives not remain an unforgetable waltz? 
Indeed, perhaps, if you perversely use your imagination, perhaps the only 
waltz Ludwig van Beethoven ever wrote -on his deathbed! I will stand with- .... 
out shame on the presumptuous thought." He realizes the beauty of the 
.. ·'"' scheme that their--lives have been cast into when he concludes: "In my 
whole life, I give you my word, I have never risen from bed in the morning 
without hearing two splendid taPs. of the baton in the distance! 11163 Thes; 
would harq].y appear to be the thoughts of a young man who will later commit 
' ' 
_suicide· because he has grown weaxy of a world without love. But it is his 
• 
r • l very sensi ti vi ty,' his extr~e -love for life, that proves h-is downfaJ J • 
. 
. 
---=------~--an-ce--~f~body- -an~-~4s _ s~ow---di-m-upt-ed---mrd- -s~ymour· ·bee-om.es-
'\ 
.. 
- -------- -- - . - - 'lt.'.T• -
,· - .. 
. •-- • -.-- C..C--;'• •• --\. 
the victim of his: own existence. 
...... 
---------
,. With this information about Seymour, the "Franny" and "Zooey" duet 
can better be understood. Before I begin my study of the duet, I would 
like, however, to consider. another Salinge~ story that may or may·not be-
long to the. Glass menagerie. Ginnie Mann.ox in "Just Before the War"-164 ' 
-
-·~ 
-i 
- - has al J the characteristics of a Glass child. She could, in turn, be a 
. counterp~t for Boo Boo or Franny Glass, -· and her story resembles ·the typ-
.!_cal ''prose home movie" variation of the Glass ·group. Ginnie~will, then, 
be the first portrait in a study_- of the' Glass femaJ.e character.- Ginnie_· 
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has :insisted that_ s·elena Graff, her Saturday tennis partner, pay her 
share of some past taxi fa.res. Ginnie escorts Selena to her apartment 
where she meets Selena's brother,· Franklin. After they _have talked f'or 
- ·------·1 
awh_ile.,_ zyanklin gives her half- a chicken. sandwich ( chicken makes up the_ 
- ---
substance of many of Salinger's love gifts)·.-· -Franklin then goes to s!lave; 
and Ginnie -~ntertains Frankiin' s apparently homosexual friend, Eri~. .;f.b.en 
Ginnie goes to leave, she refuses to take payment for the cab fares ~-The 
sandwich gi~ has so stunned her that she ·forgets her insistence on the (/' 
money and the-principle behind it. One can -easily see the value she has 
~ placed on the half sandwich- wh.'en she. c;annot throw the sandwich away, and 
when she .compare_s the sandwich with three Easter chicks that she found 
dead in her wastebasket and could not throw away for three days .165 
' There seems to be little evidence for Gwynn and Blotner' s conclusion 
. that Franklin's.· effeminacy leads Ginnie to disgust and, consequent'.ly, her 
-
-
,--,_ -.... 
·~ .. 
----a;c·c·ept·anc-e· -of t·he- ·· s a.ndw:i ch· ana -ner · ·re·j ecti·orf -or-· tlie ~money-~ l66-- Nor is- -- ------ --- ---
there room f'or another extreme view held by James Bryan; he se~s Franklin 
igure in e same sense as Zooey's Fat Lady • What ··we- have 
.._y 
-· -~--- ·---
-- ·-·----- -:.. __ is a gesture, a gesture of -love, pure -and simple. The fact that the gesture 
. "~"' 
_/ 
com.es from- someone· connected with a ·rorm -of ·sterile ~hysieaJ. · 1-ove means 
... 
. 
little to Salinger and his characters. The gesture of love is where one 
finds it. 
In our next story we see Franny as [young college girL168 She 
meets her weekend date,- Lane_ Coutei1, and they have dinner t_ggether. 
Lane proves ( to Franny at least) to be an intellectual. snob, who lives in 
-
. I ' 
-
a somewhat well-carved out ivory tower • .,, Zooey later notes that this might-
. 
-
i 
' well be a cover f'or 'Lane f s ~extial d€siies ~~ Franny complains that she 
. - .... 
·~ .. -
-· 
. 
-• 
~-
.-,, 
ca.rr.no longer· tolerate the cold objectivity of college ·professors~ - Because 
.. 
-· 
-- - ·---. 
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of her-hatred for the st~rility of the intellectual mind, she has become 
emotionally involved in one of Seymour's books--The Way of a Pilgrim •. 
.. . --
• I _1 
This book contains a Jesus Prayer which one recites over and over so as 
to make the prayer a part of one 1 s self.. In trying_ to exp~~iri.--the meaning 
-
. ~ 
-~---------- ·--
~- · -· _that this book now has for her,. Franny t~ies desperately- to establish some 
., . 
- .-. 
·j 
. -: .. 
~ - . 
- sqrt _of meaningful rapport with Lane, but her attempts end· in failure be- . · 
.cause Lane is -ei th-er too concerned with his food or the sociaJ.. propriety 
. "'· ..,..-
Consequently~Franny sinks deeper int~ the prayer 4and 
The story end~ with Franny lying alone on the restaurant 
of their date . 
finaJ..ly faints. 
!i:V \ 
manager's couch where she is quietly whispering the Jesus pr9¥er to her-
self. 
There is no real act of love in "Franny"; ~there is only Lane's ina-
bility to cemmunicate and, what will be shown more clearly in "Zooey," 
... 
Franny's.inability to understand where love must. really be found. In my 
study, "Zooey" is, then, a necessary counterpart to·- the "Fraimy" story, 
for it is in "Zooey" that Franny's problem is re.solved. 
1;rhe· operiing of "Zooey" is ~ another tedious ··expos me..; 
- - -- --=- .. - -
-- chinations and family histrion~cs of the Glasses. It contains one of the 
typical self-revelatory· lett.ers (Buddy ~o Zooey) that· the Glass family · '-
" . 
- . (and ·f9r that matter all Salinger characters) cherish so much. Buddy's 
letter contains - several incidents that take. on the import of epiphanies. 
. ' 
. His overhearing a conversation on a plane and his simultaneous realization 
-
that a poet m.ig~t be dying down the-· street leads him to the conclusion 
- . 
that _ he -~annot ~pend his life "running back and forth between grief and -
hi~ delight • 111 tQ_J A yqung girl in a meat market doesn't know that one of 
- . 
- -·-- - ,.- -
. . . 
· . ..,/ 
·-r 
-
her two boyfriends cann_ot be· a ·norothy, ·and Buddy concludes, .. "All legitimate ~-
. ~. . 
I • 
_..,..--.. - . ':.. 
\. . 
""-.. 
I . 
., -
· r-eligious ~tudy must lead to the unleaxning the differences, between boys 
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~d girls, animals and stones, dey- a.Ild night·, heat aii..d cold •. "171 I men-
tion these incidents _because· -they reveal the metaphysical degree t(? which 
Salinger has taken his characters. Although these _incidents are not acts 
'·. 
-of' love, their ePiphanic nature provides a background for later incidents 
'f ------------------
.,.-r,.•1 
:., . in_ the story. - ----
<--·,--- --~ -
~L' --- ---, 
' . 
'' 
-- - -,,-
Zooey finaJJy dra.;,s- hjmself a~ from Bessie· and the bathroom and 
. - ' 
- ' . .,,. ~ 
goes into the living room with the distraught Franny. While both ar~ going_ 
_;~ -~- ·--- through a kind of psychiatric -mer-ry--g-o-round·; --Zooey hap_pens to look out 
into the street and sees a young girl reunited with her dog. He turns to 
Franny and says, "God damn it, there are nice things in the world--and I 
mean nice things. We' re al.1 such morons to get so sidetracked. Always, 
alwey-s, always referring every goddam thing that happens .,right back to our 
lousY . little egos • 11172 Zooey has experienc~d an epiphany and th~ feeling 
of love has overcame him. Later in the conversation, he recaJls something 
, --
- .... __. .. __ _ 
; 
" 
~ , 
t.hat Buddy hao. said on the .. matter of beauty. He had· said that if a man 
were lying at· the bottom o:f a hill and he saw an old woman or a pretty 
' I 
woman with a beautiful jug balanced on her head, he should have the pri v-
ilege of watching that jug· disappear safely over the hill.~ 7~ One~ a.gain," 
a great' deal· of importance has been placed on Ari object or person that 
appar~ntly does not deserve it. dThese metaphysical projections are typi-
cal of the later Salinger and they provide the basis for Franny's cure. 
·~ Zooey reminds Franny- that Les' s tangerine. and Bessie's chicken broth wet:e 
.. 
/ 
both offerings of love, and sanctified as such. Fina.11 y, Zooey calls 
..---1'. 
·-Franny ffom the unused phone in Seymour's room, and ~pretends to be Buddy. 
., 
He tells Franny about Seymour and the Fat Lady. While on the show "It's 
a. Wi.se _Child,·" Seymour shined his shoes for the Fat .Lady in the .front row, 
-
• l 
I 
·-
• _,.-,.J~~ ·' :r~-.- ·. 
·be·cause she was 9hrist Himself, and concludes Zooey over the phone, "Tllere: .· .. · · 
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isn't· anyone out there who isn't Seymour's Fat La~. 11174 This basic de·-
claration of Christian humanism and universal love so affects Franny that 
..... - / ' 
she recovers from he:r metaphysical contemplation·s ·and goes quietly to 
sleep { the u1timate sign of contentme.nt for a Salinger character). 
To sa:y that Salinger hammers home the message of universal -love in· 
the latter story woul'd be a.Jmost superfluous. Here, as Hassan sa:ys, 
"The-legacy of Seymour is finally put in the proper perspective."175 The 
' 
extravagance of the message arouses, however, .right.eous critical indigna-
; 
tion. Gwynn and Blotner see the final statement as a "Broadway version 
· - ~ 176 
of Christ I s second commandment." French notes the impracti·cabili ty of 
the mess·a.ge when he says, "If we do not acc·ept the views expressed in the 
< I 
story as those of the sponsor (Salinger), the whole thing becomes an ~s-
tonishingly cynical exploi~ation of the sentiments of those who still 
~ 
. believe somewhat fuzzily, but ardently, i~ the poss:i.bili ty of universal 
--····--~------~-------·----·-'···-·--··------ ·----- ·love--.--iil77 Mary ·McCarthy levels an - even -more poign~t attack against the· 
,. 
.. 
~--
- > 
..... ., . 
-
message when she s~ys that it is about as sincere as the style of writing 
use in a comm.erci or a man s nee ie. e goes on "o say at the Glasses 
'-
. don't actua.J Jy practice what they preach. Th~y rea.1 Jy couldn't practice 
, 
- I 
. . -178 ·;- -----~. -
the message with .the likes of Lane Coutell. 
Mary McCarthy's point is well taken, if it is taken in ~th.e framework 
of all of Salinger~s work. For this story or these two stories, one must, 
' 
·-
.however, see that the essence-· .. or· Zooey' s message is that Franny must accept 
the Lane Coutells and Professor Tuppers of this world, .and the essence of'. 
Franny's problem is that she has not done so. On the other hand, the . 
• -------- -_ -
artistic thinness of the story arises fro~ the rather -blatent way in which . 
the mes~age is delivered. Once again, Salinger has s_acrificed ax:t"i--atry 
; 
for·'the sake of his message. All ·of the incidents wherein love was completely 
-· r> 
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or partia.JJy involved and al.1 of· the objects .. that were placed up .for affec--
J 
tion only m~e the story and message somewhat heavy. But, what cannot be 
.,-_ denied is that this is the message, -no matter how effectively or ineffectively 
-
-·----·-
____ it_is_ presented.· 
__ .; ... 
,. 
In the next story, Seym01l.I'' s influen,ce is -felt but very little. The · 
I • 
- - ~ - -- --- - -
- -- -· -- -
_story is, however, presented here because· ~t in-v:olves another of the Glass 
children, Boo Boo .179 In "Down at the_ Dinghy, " Boo Boo' s son, Lionel, ._ has 
run away to a dinghy, located on a lake at the edge of t1ie property. He 
' .. 
has ,run away because he heard S~a, the maid, ca.J J his father a "dirty 
kike," which he has fortunately misc~nstrued to_"mean "dirty kite .. " Once 
.. 
again, Salinger lets the · idea of" social prejudice confuse the real< issue 
of his story. Lionel is, as a.Jrnost all critics see it, a victim of a fai~ure 
in· communication, and he is saved from this situation by the love and un-
derstanding of his mother. French recognizes Joycean pa.ra.J J els in the 
~"' story. He sees it .as a typica.Jly Joycean "static" story that inspires 
.., 
". 
. I 
pity and terror. There is pity for their situation and terror in the 
reader's discovery that the cause of human suffering :is the failure in 
h . t. 180 uman communica ion. 
Although Lionel rejects the adult world when he casts the keys into 
t_he lake, he will not be like most of his Glass relatives: he also rejects 
the "see more glass" (Seymour Glass's) goggles, ,a.rid he races (a sign· of 
active competiti_on') his mother to the h..,ouse and wins. 
• I 
. 
I hav€ not been ~ble to pro:ggrly place the last two stories that. I 
.,, '\ 
f '"} 
,.-' 
will cover. "The Laughing Man" is somewhat of an. enigma in.the Salinger 
collection, and "Teddy" is a combination of elements found in both the 
> 
Glass ~d the Holden stories, .but rea:J ]~ .. goes beyond both. 
. . . 
.. 
Gwynn and Blotner make one 1 of the more profound critical observances 
... - . 
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about "The Laughing Man": they note that there is a strong para] 1 el be~ween 
·~-
the love affairs of the two :protagonists--the ,Laughing Man and John Ged~udskL 181· .. i. .. 
Both were the·victjms of fates decreed by their parental heritage. Both 
had become-s-elf-made men and got al~!].g'well in ·their .respective elements: 
. . ..... 
. 
-, . 
---~ ________ -_ John with his boys and the Laugfiing Man with his animals. Both have antagon-
.. 
~--
-ists who disrupt their love affairs: Mr. Hudson -disrupts Mary's and Du Farge 
.. 
disrupts the Laughing Man's. Both men suffer def eat at the hands of their 
• enemies. 
What we have, then., a.re two stories· ·which show the interveqtion of 
Fate in ·the ways ·Of' love. Both narrators (John and the man telling the, ,I, ' • 
·"""'-·· 
"'--
'-. 
story), wait, like Seymour, "for a decent chance to strike terror and ad-
..,., 
miration in the nearest mediocre heart. '1182 Their message is that m; must 
be frightened into the reaJ.:i!zation of the value of love. The boy ( later 
the narrator) ·rea~ed this insight, which· ·he wo~d fully wider stand l~ter, 
. "". . h . . th. d t. . . lB3 I h dly . th in ~"is epip any--seeing e re issue paper. . , can ar agree wi 
. 
French wb,en he says that Mary sees the ruthlessness behind_John's face, 
... 
! . for this w.ould imply that it is t~e Laughing ~art's ruthlessness that forces 
"-him to keep his -face -covered. ~ather, if t~ere··1s anything being ·covered, 
,.l it is the·power of ·love; it is this that destroys the nu· Farges. --- -It.is 
the facial accidents that cover <the inner essence, love. The story is; in-
' deed, a strange study in the power of love •. 
It is most fitting that this study conclude· ¢.th: the sto,ry "Teddy." 
\ 
r Teddy is the .combination and, in some instances, the cuJmi nation of many I 
. 
. . 
of SaJ.inger' s previous characters-.----· He has a parental. problem much like 
Halden ts, but is mor<aware · of its causes. He has the intellectual and u 
I 
spiritual genius .of the Glass children, and, most important_,. the gift. of-
: - . - ··,' 
' ' 
· ·.mystical understanding, usuaJ J y attributed to the Great Se~our. Buddy, ~---·..----·,----
. \ 
- !_ -
·-·---
I 
. I 
.\ 
. - - --- - - -
-- - - --- ----
,; ' 
. : ' 
_, 
. ' 
1 
', -~·. 
---
... 
\:I ,. .: 
.· 
\. 
/ ~ , -- -!. _72~ 1 
.. 
in "Seymour,'' notes a facial. similarity between the two.184 · He, like the •· ' 
Glass children, has been a- child prodigy radio figure. What makes Teddy 
...... 
stand out -from the rest of the Salinger characters is,-· however, his ability 
t9 _live his own philosophy.-{ He lives it- so mucn that he a.lmost becomes, as 
------~----· _iLwere, -a martyr td it .. " Gwynn and Blotner see him as the "only completely 
good, completely adjusted, completely mature human being in the entire span 
85 -of Salinger's serious work. ul When Teddy advocates "detachment," he- is 
-
not advocating it for others; he practices it himself in his thinking and 
-. 
.. actions. He loves neither his pa.rents nor his god sentimentaJJy. In his 
. diary, Teddy tells the story of a man whose head has been cracked in two. 
When his wife finds him, she does not get sad and cry, but shouts "Stop 
. \ \. 
that!" It is not .the· sentimental,_ but the honest that Te.d.dy wants. In 
addition, he does not advocate the -opposite extreme to sentimentality: he· 
.. -
believes that Adam's apple contained uLogic and iniie1.lectual stuff." What -~ 
. 
. . 
.. t, is left; then, is the Salinger credo of Christian humanism--all things 
and aJ J being a.re God by the very nature of their existence. Teddy does 
not condemn his pa.rents for not treating him more oqjectively, because he 
.. 
recognizes them as parent.a·~ He does not. condemn his· sister's Qellicose 
nature; rather, he remembers her when she was pouring a glass of milk 
-·/.." 
.. ,,,:::,, 
- '~ 
" ' '..J ·-..,c,, ' 
.. 
--- -~-
---
\·<-- . 
~~ .. 
r:'-
r :i-. 
.:.·. - .. 
'l-.--------~----.-
.~ 
•.: 
---------- --
----- --~------ ----------,- --- ~---(God into God) _and drinking it (again God into God). He does not admonish 
her for her nature~ but befriends one of her victim·s, Myr~n. · At the end 
of the story, · he seems to be making a supreme sacrifice, to her~ namely 
·-
himself. 
If--·Seymour had mystical. tendencies, then Teddy lived them. He tells 
Bob Nich.olson that he was, at one time,- before his ,present reincarnation, 
"making nice _spiritual advancement."186 He was deterred from this advance-
j~-
. 
-
ment _ by. the most human-· of diyer~ions, a woman._ . Now, he had come·· back to 
~ 
- . .. 
·- ';" 
- - .' - - . 
~-·· .... -·,.. 
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-
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I• 
reileW his spiritual progr~ss, .lJ..ut rinds it "very haxd to meditate and l:i~ 
· ~·spiritual lif'e in .America. rrl87 
. The child genius, the.philosophical sensttivity, the mystical con-
templation, the intervention of fate, the acute awareness of death, the 
~ 
de-em_phasis of sex, the problem of communication, -the need for authent-ic-~ -- - -- -
---
love rapport, and other themes and- motifs, can all~be found in Salinger's 
, . W9rk, but in "Teddy,,; they a.re all present in an unique and a.rti~tic fashion. 
· Teddy has ·a11 the eccentric qualities of a Salinger charadter, but he still 
· .oomes through as a reaJ. person. His act of ·iove is not so clearly defined 
as those-in other stories· unless one realizes that he has some intuitive 
knowledge of his impending fate. If one allows for this, then his going 
to his swimming lesson is an absolut·e sacrifice of self, an 'Wlprecedented 
:act- of love. 
·with the completion of "Teddy," my study of Salinger's stories comes 
- . to: ·a close. In my examination of the stories I have tried to show how -· 
- I 
the re_c.ognition, m~ifestation, projection, or absence of love played a 
maJ or ·"'ro e in the lives of· the characters . The. role that these categories 
. ' 
--oft-he love a-ct-play. is-so·-vital that, more~often than not, the comp;Iet~---~~o-~ ---
understanding of the.story depends on-them. 
-
· The completion of the stories EY-so bring~ rey- ~t~dy of Salinger's 
philosophy of.love to a close. In this paper, I have tried to define 
• Salinger's philosophy of love and show how it manifests -itself in his -work~ 
·----------
_ ,_. In addition to t.he pr·eviously stated goals, this paper seE\ks to redeem -
_i I 
-Salinger's works from the. critical ·bone-picking of structuraJ., linguistic, 
·-~ 
( 
and mot-if-conscious critics. ,Salinger's t~chnical _virtuosity, or lack of 
.it,_ has been examine~- an_d re-examined with such thoroughn~s~ that only 
dry, sUil.;.bleached bones remain fo~, the critical vultures. In my .examj nation, 
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I -have avoided as much repetition in. this area as 0 possible • 
. · It is in no smal 1 way tnat· this microscopic critical examination has 
hurt Salinger's reputation as an artist. In an age bent on the consump-
. tion of realism and an age with writers enough to satiate _th~s hunger, 
Sa.J inger fares badly by comparison. He is not the super-realist. He is 
~· 
------ ----- - -
---
the· romantic who tries . to make man turn away from the -harsh, sweat g~-a.nd 
secretions of tee-shirted heroes. For him there is no naturalistic sub-
mission to a savage environment, no existential surrender to· blind fate. 
. ' 
There is only the beauty of loving or having been loved; there is only 
the idea that love provides manowith the hope he needs not only to endure, ·· 
.but to prevail. 
.. 
These realists dismiss Salinger·' s characters en masse. His charac-
- ---
·ters might well be insufferable roman.ti.cs at times (especially when it 
comes to the matter of love); but who can deny that much of their cha.rm 
··--1ie·s-·th·erein? Many o·f' his characters are brilliant creations, creations 
.. 
that have captured the. minds and'. hearts of his readers for ove{ a decade. 
or a 
·1oving face, or a Don Quixote jousting with the windmills of a material 
· society gone ha.rd on love~ ·· He ·is an apostle of the heart, a believer in 
Christian humanism wherein every man is .capable of traveling "·frcm one 
Holy Ground to~a.nother" by the very fact of his existence. It is this 
_i;_ .• 
'j. ·, 
very idea of love's potential universality that makes Salinger's work so 
-. 
intriguing.. .Any~e-is potentia.JJy capable of loving or being loved, and 
.. ~ . 
:'o- ·1 ~ 
any object, no matter how trivial, can serve as a vehicle of love. 
SaJ.inger emphasizes hi~ desire .for universal love in the following exerpt 
,. . ' 
~ 
ta.ken- from "Raise High." The exer:pt is an answer given by Zooey to the 
i. 
.: ' 
_,,- ~ .. - . . 
... ; 
: ... :,_. ~: .. 
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question: "How,·can one see housing developments as beautiful when they 
aJJ look-aJ.ike?" Zooey answers: 
'I • 
-. 
' -
It·. would be very nice to come home and be in the 
~wrong house. To eat dinner with the wrong people 
by mistake, and kiss everybody goodbye in the 
- morning thinking they 1-rere you_r 01·m family. He 
[zooeyJ said he ev!n ·wished everybody in the 1vorld 
looked alike . He. \ Zooey] said you'd keep -thin_"k.ing 
-everybody you met 1v-as your -vrife or your mother or 
father, and people vrould always be ·th.rowing their 
arms around each other wh~rever they went, and it· 
would look 'very nice. ,lt;t5 - . , . 
' 
. ' _ _, ... 
What Salinger does, then, is plac~ ·a .spiritual mir~or before man 
'I 
and he makes man look- into that inner· soul .... which gives him the dignity !I. . 
befitting his creation. ~d, for Salinger, that dignity is no more ~ 
clearly expressed than i·n the act of love. 
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